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Rape drug likely on campus
.

Rohypnol
a growing
concern

drug," is on campus and being
used.
Recent cases reported to the
Women's Center have caused
University officials to begin
searching out the sources of the
drug.
"We are highly suspicious
that it is on campus," Etheridge
said. "There is evidence to sug8Y MANDY WOLF
gest this."
NEWS EDITOR
Officials knew the drug was
It begins as a simple drink.
in the Murray community, but
A quick dip from an alcohol- were unsure if it was being
laden barrel. An open bottle. A used on campus. •
glass of something frothy and
Rohypnol, also known as
fruity.
rufies, R-2 or roaches, are a
And with a slight slip of the small white tablets sold for
wrist, someonc's life can be about $1 a pill When mixed
changed forever.
with any liquid, including
Jane Etheridge, director of sodas, water or alcohol, the
the Women's Center, said cen- tablet dissolves instantly, with
ter officials are "almost certain" no taste. It is colorless and
that Rohypnol, a powerful odorless, and is virtually undesedative known as "the rape tectable after dissolving. Upon

Fifth year

consumption, the drug takes
effect within about 30 minutes.
A one-milligram dosage lasts
eight or more hour hours, and
peaks within two to three hours
after consumption.
One milligram of Rohypnol is
10 times as powerful as a regular Valium. It is illegal in the
United States after President
Bill Clinton signed a bill prohibiting it in October.
Presently, the drug is being
used to treat insomnia and as a
pre-surgery anesthetic medication in foreign countries.
Symptoms
of Rohypnol
include decreased blood pressure, dizziness, memory loss,
and drowsiness. These syn;tptoms make a person appear
inebriated, even though he or
she may have had little alcohol.
Joe Green, associate director
of Public Safety, said no cases

of the drug have been reported
to Public Safety.
"This is the first I've heard
about it," he said. "We don't
know anything about it over
here."
Green said anyone caught
using or distributing Rohypnol
on campus will be expelled
immediately and will face
felony penalties.
"We're looking at severe
penalties," he said.
Some students on campus
say they are aware of the dangers of Rohypnol, and are taking preventive measures.
Elizabeth Stanley, freshman
from Frankfort, said she first
learned of the drug from television news shows.
"1 do know about it," she said.
"I never take open drinks from
a stranger at a party or at a
bar."

Rohypnol:
The tablets are white with a single scored line on
one side and w1th the word *Roche" and the num.
ber R-2 imprinted on the other side.
The tablets come packa~ In blister packs with
the words "ROche", "Rohypnol" or "Fiunitrazepam,.
printed on ·tf'le outside.
Source; Public Safety

Emily Bandy, freshman from
Louisville, said she knows a little about the drug from flyers
in her residential college and
from watching television programs about the drug.
"I don't go to parties," Bandy
said. "When I go out, its usually only over to my boyfriend's,
so I usually walk in lighted
areas and take precautions."

Fraternity
to colonize
despite past
incidents

BOX OF ROCKS

'too costly'
age to get their degrees.
"It takes both groups (students and athletes) 4.8 years to
graduate," Simmons said.
The fifth-year scholarship
falls within NCAA regulations,
Simmons said.
Nonetheless, Alexander said
a blanket policy is not the
answer.
"I think we should not have a
standard policy of fifth-year
scholarships," Alexander Raid.
"Each athlete should be evaluated on his own."
"It's too costly, and it's
unnecessary," he said. "We
want to cut back the cost of the
athletic program."
Alexander
said
the
University will evaluate each
student-athlete to determine
who needs the funds to complete their degree and keep
those commitments. The evaluation will be conducted using
the Student Federal Financial
Aid Means Test.
"It depends upon what the
commitment is and whether
the student needs it," he said.
Alexander denied rumors
that some of the athletes
affected by the change are
suing the University for breaking a promise to pay for their
educations.
Jim Frank, interim athletic
director, declined to comment
on the decision.

MSU athletes
stand to lose
scholarships
Bv JAKE BuRGESS
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

The University has decided
to abolish the fifth-year scholarship program which has traditionally provided for the
extension of money to t.hose
athletes who did not obtain
their degree in four years.
"From here forward we're not
going to have a fifth-year scholarship,"
said
University
President Kern Alexander.
The scholarship program
was started by former athletic
director Mike Strickland for
football and basketball players
and later expanded to include
athletes from other spor.ts.
Athletes receiving the scholarships have been required to
complete 104 hours and to
have a 2.0 overall grade-point
average. Likewise, to keep the
money, the athletes must
maintain the 2.0 GPA.
Margaret Simmons, assistant athletic director for academics and compliance, said one
reason for the program is a statistic indicating university students need 4.8 years on aver-

Bv MANDY Wou
NEWS Eorro.

Kappa Sigma, a fraternity attempting to colonize at Murray State, recently lost its charter at
Western Kentucky University and is on probation at the University of Kentucky. Both disciplinary actions came after fraternity members
were accused of hazing pledges.
However, Jerry Hedinger, a chapter consultant
visiting . . - - - - - - - - - - - - .
Murray State's
campus to help
men interested in
building a local
Colony: A national
says
colony,
greek organization
Kappa Sigma has
which has come on
strong
policies
prohibiting hazcampus seeking a
ing.
certain number of
"Kappa Sigma
members
to obtain ,
takes a very proa charter status.
active
stance

Fast Fact

Danny VoweiiNisual Editor

Patrick Holifield, junior from Ledbetter, examines a group of rocks and min·
erals prior to an earth science lab. The lab provides hands-on experience for
many of the fundamentals taught In lecture.

University joins fight against crime
BY REBECCA DouTT
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Murray
State
University
is
preparing to take a
bite out of crime
with the introduction of a Crime SOMERVILLE
Stoppers program.
The program, which will be in use

by next semester, is a joint effort said the program for the University
between public safety, student gov- is already developing and will soon
ernment, the University and the be publicized throughout the
city.
University.
Crime Stoppers is a national
"We're still in the infant stages of
organization that allows people it," Somerville said. "We've talked
with information about specific through several people. We do plan
crimes to anonymously share that to have it ready by the end of the
semester."
information with police officials.
Derek Somerville, president of
Somerville said the University
Student Government Association, program will be an extension of the

News
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Even students can be magical gift
givers with tips on
how to be a penny
wise shopper.
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against hazing," " - - - - - - - - - - •
Hedinger
said.
"We do not tolerate hazing, and we especially do
not tolerate it in our colonies.
"We're not teaching these men to be pledges,"
he said. "We're teaching them to be brothers."
Shawn Smee, Interfraternity Council president, said the council voted to allow the fraternity to colonize but were not aware of the hazing
accusations at other schools.
""I'm not aware of it, but it's been mentioned,"
he said. "Monday during the IFC meeting, it will
be brought up and discussed."
Smee said the council does not recognize
Kappa Sigma as a fraternity until the group has
10 members, each of whom meet the 2.2 grade
requirements to be members of the council.
Kappa Sigma national officials received information concerning hazing violations at Western
in the middle of October, though the alleged
event occurred the previous spring.
The accusing pledge filed charges against several members of the chapter.
"Our chapter at Western was a very active
chapter, but lacked leadership," Hedinger said.
"As a result of bad choices, disciplinary measures bad to be taken:"

See CRIME STOPPERS/16

Thrifty Santa

The University determines the budget of the
individual residential colleges based
upon the number of residents in
each college and the colleges' needs.

e:· :

city program.
"The city has had a Crime
Stoppers program for some time
now," Somerville said. "Some people have looked at connecting a
University program with that. It
has been recently that everything
has been coming together."
City police will continue to

College Life

Dollars and sense

Melissa Baker, freshman
from Henderson, said she
recently received an e-mail
warning her of the drug.
"Whenever I go to parties, I
don't drink," she said. "I take
my own cokes with me. My
friends and I usually go together, and we watch out of each
other. They'd know if I was acting funny."

:

History was made as Murray
State won a secondstraight conference
football title.
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Veterinary clinic offers workshop

Friday, November 15
•Theater- "H.M.S. Pinafore" by W.S. Gilbert and Arthur Sullivan, 7
p.m., Robert E. Johnson Theater. For more information call 7626797.
•
•Exhibition - Gary Chapman, paintings, (through Dec. 18) Clara
M. Eagle Art Gallery.

Saturday, November 16
•Theater - •H.M.S. Pin~fore" by W .S. Gilbert and Arthur Sullivan, 7
p.m., Robert E. Johnson Theater.

Sunday, November 17
•Recital- Julie Causer, senior recital, alto. 3:30p.m., Farrell Recital
Hall, Doyle Fine Arts Center.
•Meeting- Murray Christian Fellowship, 7 p.m., Murray Christian
Fellowship campus house.
•Meeting- Overeaters Anonymous, 7:30p.m., Private Dining Room
at Murray-Callaway County Hospital.

Student loan office sets interviews
Students who borrowed from the Nursing Student Loan,
Perkins Student Loan, Federal Perkins Student Loan or national direct student loan programs and who are graduating, transferring, or leaving Murray state need to make an exit interview
appointment.
The interview is to acquaint the borrower with obligations and
the repayment plan provisions provided by the loan programs.
To schedule an exit interview call the student loan office at
762-2669.

Murray State University hosts the 12th-annual Honors Day
Program for Distinguished Black High Sch ool Students on Friday and Saturday.
The program will provide students a chance to look at various
college opportunities available to them, attend workshops and
compete for academic scholarships to attend Murray State.
A recognition banquet will be on Saturday from 6 to 8 p.m. in
the Curris Center Ballroom.
For more information call 762-3088.

Fall chamber singers to perform
The Murray State University chamber singers concert is set
for Tuesday at 8 p.m., in Farrell Recital Hall, Doyle Fine Arts
Center.
Soloist Kay Gardner Bates, a member of t he voice faculty, will
open the program with the "Prayer of the Venerable Bede" by
contemporary composer Richard Proulx.
The Murray State chamber singers are comprised of a small
group of singers selected from the concert ch oir who specialize in
performing early and contemporary music.
The public is invited. Admission is free.

Horse association sponsors show
The National Barrel Horse Association is sponsoring a barrel
race for the five-state region on Saturday, at 6:30 p.m., at the
West Kentucky Exposition Center.
Tickets are $2 each, children six and under admitted free.
Refreshments will be available.
For more information, call 762-3125.

November 15, 1996

WEEK IN PREVIEW

Murray State is sponsoring an animal welfare workshop
through the Breathitt Veterinary Center in Hopkinsville on Dec.
5, 8 a.m., in the Curris Center.
The workshop, "Meeting the Information Requirements of the
Animal Welfare Act," will be for those who work with animals in
either research or teaching.
The information presented in the day-long seminar will be
useful to research investigators, animal care staff and veterinarians.
The upcoming workshop will begin with an overview of animal
welfare legislation. Instructions on the use of existing information data-bases and networks will also be given.
The registration fee is $10. No admission charged for students.
Early registrations cp.n be mailed to Douglas Erbeck, Breathitt
Veterinary Center, 715 North Drive, Hopkinsville, KY 42240.
For more information call (502) 886-3959.

MSU hosts annual honors day

The Mur.ray State News

Monday, November 18
•Meeting - College Republicans, 4:30 p.m., Curris Center, Barkley
Room.
•Meeting - Overeaters Anonymous, 7:30 p.m., Private Dining Room
at Murray-Callaway County Hospital.

Tuesday, November 19

Seth Dixon/st<lif
Terry Tyler, a groundskeeper here at MSU, plants daffodil bulbs
beside Cutchin Field on Tuesday.

Market reports available on WKMS
Each weekday morning at 6:49 the "Marketplace Morning
Report," a comprehensive financial newscast, is broadcast on
91.3 FM WKMS.
The 10-minute program presents economic and business news.
Reports come from worldwide marketplace bureaus including
New York and Tokyo.
In addition to the latest financial news, "Marketplace Morning
Report" features, commentaries, and management and communication information.

Rotary club offers scholarship
The rotary scholarships are offered to help further international understanding.
Candidates may apply for scholarships to study or train in
countries where rotary clubs arc located.
Two years of course work. or a secondary education and
employment at a two year vocational school are required.
Citizenship, in a country where a rotary club is located, is
required for all applicants.
Scholarship amounts range from $10,000 to $22,000. Funding
is intended for round-trip transportation, fees, living expenses
and tuition.
The initial application must be made through a local rotary
club. Club-endorsed candidates then compete at the district
level.
For more information call Vernon Gantt at 762-4465.

•Adopt-A-Smoker - Register from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m., in the Currls
Center. Sponsored by Amencan Humanics and Student Health Services . For more information call762·3809.
•Notice - Last day to drop any course taught only in second half
semester. Last day to change any course taught only In second half
semester from credit to audit.

Wednesday, November 20
•Adopt-A-Smoker - Register from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. , in the Curris
Center. Sponsored by American Humanics.
•Lunch - Twin Tower Dining Room, 11:30 a.m .. Applied Science
North, room 204, $4.50 per person. For reservations call 762-3384.
•Meeting - Advertising club meeting, 5:30 p.m., Wilson Hall Room
115.
•Meeting - Chi Alpha, 7 p.m., Curris Center Theater.
•Meeting - Murray Christian Fellowship, 6:30 p.m ., Murray ~hristian
Fellowship campus house.
•Exhibitio n - Group exhibition by candidates for bachelor of arts
and master of arts degrees, Eagle Gallery in the Doyle Fine Arts
·
Center.
•Exhibit ion - Advanced drawing show, Curris Center Art Gallery.

Thursday, November 21
•Fashion - Fashion show, 6 p.m., Lovett Auditorium, $.50 for students, $1 general admission. Money benefits Jane Hall Scholarship
Fund.
•Theater- "H. M.S. Pinafore" tSy W.S. Gilbert and Arthur Sullivan, 7
p.m.. Robert E. Johnson Theater.
•Play- wDoors," 7 p.m., 310B Wilson Hall. Free with MSU I.D., $1
general admission
•Rodeo - Intercollegiate rodeo sponsored by the Murray State University Rodeo Club, 7:30 p.m., West Kentucky Exposition Center.
Free admission with student I.D.
•Concert • Murray State University jazz band, 8 p.m., Curris Center, Ballroom.

Positions Available
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BREAKFAST
SPECIAL
Everyday - 6-11 a.m.
*2 eggs *Bacon or Sausage
• Hash Browns *Biscuits & Gravy

ONLY

Friends and alumni may subscribe to
The Murray State N11ws by contacting Joe
Hedges at 762-2998 or Orville Herndon at
762·4491 . A one year subscription is $10
payable in advance. Subscriptions must be

.Mastercard Acts
American Collegiate Talent
Search

* Com e out and

$1.85

Don't Miss Our ... .

This newspaper Is printed on recycled
newsprint at The Murray LedQBr & Times.
1001 Whltnell Ave., Murray, Ky. 42071 .
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NOON

BUFFET
11 a.m.-2 p.m.
*3 Meats *Vegetables
•salads *Homemade Rolls

$3.95

watch some of the
.greatest
performances on
camp~s all year.
* On Nov. 18 at 7 p .m .
at Long John Silvers
ou will be impressed
by the ACTS.
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Brothers forever
tTraci 1Uc/ierson

Relationship
grows through
accounting class
BY HEATHER MARTIN
REPORTU

When fall schedule time rolled
around, Russ Atkins, an accounting
major from Murray, signed up for his
classes like any other student. Having his brother as a teacher was not
the plan.
It just so happened that his brother's
tax class was the only time slot
Gwen Dyas/Staff
left
that
fit his schedule.
Russ and Chip Atkins say Hurray State has provided them with a unique opportu"I
knew
he was going to teach, but
nity to grow closer this semester through an accounting class.

I didn't insist on having him," Russ me," Russ said.
said.
Although they do not sh a re living
accommodations
in Murray, the
Chip Atkins, a Certified Public
brothers
say
they
oficn sec • onch
Accountant from Murray, did not
other
around
campus.
have intentions of becoming a
A mere seven years apa r t. in age,
teacher either.
However, when the professor origi- both value the close-knit family t hey
nally assigned to the class backed grew up in. The two add to a family
out, the accounting department tradition at Murray State, as both of
their parents also graduated from
asked Chip to serve as an adjunct .
Rather than getting special treat- the University~
The Atkins brothers agree that
ment as most students would expect,
Russ says he gets "picked on" quite while they receive no tuition red uctions, as do the children of Murray
often by his brother.
He explained that sinc:e Chip is a State staff members, the Universjty
new instructor he does not recognize has provided them with a unique
many of the other students' names, opportunity this semester.
They say they have become closer
he calls on his little brother.
"With Chip being my teacher and through Murray State's classroom
my brother, it just adds pressure on setting.

Professor urges parents'
support of school choice
BY NATALIE PEEK
REPORTER

Al3 director of the Honors Program, Mark Malinauskas is like a
father to many Murray State students. One student, however, holds
a special place in his heart- his
daughter, Megan.
Megan said she examined other
colleges before deciding on Murray
State with no influence from her
father.
"It was the smartest decision she
ever made," said Malinauskas, who
has been a professor at Murray
State since 1978, and director of the
Honors Program since 1991.
Malinauskas believes Murray
State has much 'to offer its students
including the safest campus in the
state, numerous opportunities to
become involved in student govern. ment, the residential college concept, and a strong administration
that is supportive of its students.
"I like the faculty concern that is
genuine for students, the studentcenteredness, and the peer concern
evident in the congeniality and

that Murray State has the best prevet program in the state, and Megan
I like the faculf.Y
said that was one of the most influential factors in her decision to come
concern that is
genuine for students, the to Murray State.
Megan gets no special treatment
student<enteredness,
for being the daughter of a Murray
and the peer concern
State faculty member.
evident in the
She says it is just "nice to have
him
here", so she can stop in and see
congeniality and
him between classes or have lunch
warmth of the students. "
with him.
Malinauskas believes that when
Mark Malinauskas
Megan leaves Murray State she will
have a broad knowledge of the
world, and be able to think creativewarmth of the students," he said.
ly and solve problems.
Malinauskas also refers to his col"She will have become indepenleagues as "superior to, or equal to,"
dent, and while receiving a broad
most he has had the opportunity to
liberal arts education, she will be
work on other campuses, both prischooled in her own discipline,"
vate and public.
Malinauskas said.
His one concern for Murray State
Malinauskas advises any parent
students is that they might develop
with
a college-bound student to step
a sheltered attitude as a result of
back
and allow their child to visit
what he sees as a tight community
institutions
they are interested in.
rather than an international atti"With knowledge comes wise decitude students might develop on a
sion-making," he says. "Trust your
larger campus.
Megan and her father both agree child to do what's best for them."

"

Gwen Dyas/Staff
Hark Malinauskas and daughter Megan appreciate the time they share on campus.

•

. Richerson enjoys having daughter close to home
master's degree at Boone College in Boone, N.C.
STAfF WRITflt
Traci is currently carrying on
What could be better than the the legacy in her second year at
freedom of college? Here, no the University.
one asks when you are coming
Richerson has worked at
home, you can eat Ramen nooMurray State for 12 years.
dles for two weeks straight, and
Tricia joined her on campus
if your parents yell, you simply
after eight years, in the fall of
hang up.
1992.
But wouldn't it be nice if you
After a divorce in 1983, Traci
could have all this and homeand
Tricia could only spend
cooked meals, plus Mom's everquality time with their mom on
ready wallet?
weekends and holidays.
Traci Richerson, sophomore
This gave the girls an extra
from Murray, has the best of
incentive
to attend Murray
both worlds because her mothState.
er not only lives in Murray; she
"I love having mom on camalso works at Murray State.
pus
with me, I've always been a
Ginny Richerson, professor of
home
body," Traci said.
business, says she has been
"The greatest advantage of
blessed twice because both of
her daughters chose to attend having the girls on campus is
watching them mature," RichMSU.
Her oldest daughter, Tricia, erson said.
"I can see them grow from the
graduated last spring and is
currently working towards a time they are freshman until
BY JENNIFER SACHARNOSKI

part of a sorority, but my sister
convinced me to go through
rush and I even joined the same
one," Traci said.
It can be difficult for Traci
and her mother to spend much
quality time together because
of their involvement in University activities.
'"It has always been important for me to get involved,"
Richerson said.
Traci is the athletic director
for Elizabeth College and
Ginny is the faculty advisor for
Springer/Franklin College. Her
mother is also the advisor for
Phi Beta Lap1bda.
Danny VoweiiNisual Editor
Although the ladies remain
Ginny Richerson, Professor of Business, feels that having her
busy they still make time to
youngest daughter, Tract, at MSU improves their relationship.
have Sunday dinners together.
Whenever possible they also
Phi
Sigma
Sigma
sorority.
they graduate."
try
to eat lunch with each
Traci and Tricia share anothAll three women are also
other.
er sisterhood through Alpha
members of the Greek system.
During high school students
Sigma Alpha sorority.
Richerson, the advisor for
with parents teaching at the
Panhellenic, is an alumna of
"I never thought I would be school would sometimes look

-....-..-

___ ....,._-- ----

the other way when t hey saw
their parent in the hall.
Traci said it is the opposite
for her and her mother.
"If I see mom walking across
campus I usually run up and
hug her," she s aid.
There is only one disadvun·
tage that Traci could fi nd with
seeing her mother everyday.
"When I leave college it wm
be a lot harder to a djust if I
move away," she s aid.
College life is an adjustment
for all students.
Many fres hman marvel at
the opportunity to be separated
from their parent§.
However then; are f~w fresh men or any other st udents who
could not benefit from a wake
up call every morning and
emergency money every now
and then.
For Richerson a nd her daughters, college has been ·a wny fur
their relationships to flourish.
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IIN OUR OPINION

Kappa Sigmas
should be greeted
cautiously
Representatives of Kappa Sigma Fraternity are
attempting to start a colony on campus. This development should be met with cautious optimism.
Kappa Sigma is a large national fraternity which
is respected nation-wide. Its alumni include such
names as Bob Dole, former senate majority leader
a nd three-time presidential candidate. Likewise,
all the representatives of the fraternity on campus
have been helpful and gentlemanly.
Yet, there is a dark side. Two chapters of the
national fraternity in the state are currently under
disciplinary action for hazing.
· •
At Western Kentucky University the fraternity
has lost its charter, and it will be at least three to
five years, if ever, that they get their charter back.
At the University of Kentucky, the Kappa Sigma
chapter is on probation indefinitely.
However, to the fraternity's credit, chapters at
1\Iorehead State University and at the University
of Louisville have had no problems.
Yet, we cannot ignore the situation. There is an
organization attempting to come on' our campus
which has a recent history of hazing its members.
'True, this in no way means the same will happen
here, but it is cause for concern.
Kappa Sigma has a long history, and it has
turned out good people. It should be judged on
those people just as much as on the bad ones who
h ave ruined things elsewhere. Any organization of
this size will have a few bad apples.
Kappa Sigma deserves just as much of a chance
as any other fraternity, or any organization for
that matter, would get. But it also needs to expect
to receive slightly closer scrutiny than other organizations.
While this might not seem fair to the fraternity,
it is the only thing fair to the students. Yes, it
makes the people starting the new colony look
guilty by association, but it cannot be denied that
there is some reason for the concern.
These people almost certainly don't support hazing, but their brothers did. They must understand
that we cannot condone the presence of organizations which haze on this campus.
So let the Kappa Sigmas on campus and give
them a chance. They will probably end up being an
asset to the campus community. They just have to
realize that it can't be like it was at other places.
The campus, the fraternity and the Greek system
are too good for that.

lll Wilson Hall
2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3301
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ILETIERS
games," he said.
Well, Sporty's and Taber's,
what do you call what you did
to me that day. Oh, I forgot
that's business as usual. Three
other people were towed from
To the editor:
Sporty's that day, none of
whom parked their cars there
Murray State University, for more than half an hour.
whose students make up a good And no, they didn't dare eat
part of Murray, prides itself on there.
the students that graduate
The main reason businesses
from the University. The com- like Sporty's thrive in the colmunity fully supports the lege town is that this is a town
school in sports and other made up of college students.
activities. However, the biggest Without us, this would be just
benefits go to the businesses of another hick town in Kentucky.
Murray. But how do they benefit?
Bill Robison
Last week in the confusion Pinckneyville, Ill.
that is the life of a college student, I had to stop by Health
Services. Knowing J would only IFC/Panhellenic
be 15 minutes or so, I parked at letter last week was
SPQrtY.s Grill. When I got back on the money
to my parking space, my car
was gone. I had no way of To the editor:
attending the job interview at
I would like to publicly
which I was expected. Underthank
Drew Graeter and Cory
standably furious, J asked a
Alexander
for their Nov. 8letSporty's employee if he knew
ter
to
the
editor. They were
where my car was.
on target in
completely
Sporty's had taken the liberexplaining
the
reason behind
ty of having my car towed.
the
retaliatory
IFC
mixer poliNow, if they were in desperate
cy.
I
was
sympathetic
to the
need of parking, I might have
IFC
after
reading
the
front
understood towing the car of a
page
of
the
Nov.
1 issue ofThe
student who . was spent a nice
chunk ofmoney there. But like News. At first glance, it did
the rest of the time, there was seem like a genuine concern of
plenty of parking. Of course, the IFC members that organiunderstand
the
those who have been there zations
responsibility
and
liability
should be able to figure out
involved in a mixer; however,
why.
as
I finished the article, I
The fun had just begun.
noticed
how the mixer policy
When I went to pick up my car
was
nothing
more than an
from Taber's Towing, I had a
expression
of
insecurity.
Persmall problem. It seems
sonally,
the
mixer
policy
did
Taber's promotes prejudice.
not
affect
me
or
my
sorority
When I offered him a 35 dollar
check, the guy had the audaci- where athletic organizations
ty to tell me he didn't accept are concerned, but we would
checks from MSU students. "I like to know we could particihave had too many of you play pate in a philanthropic event
with other organizations on

Local businesses
would do good to
remember who
their customers are

campus.
I feel compelled to explain to
the campus the reason I voted
in . approval for the NPC
(National Panhellenic Council)
policies. Even though these
details were covered in an
interview with
Meredith
Major, Panhellenic president,
and Shawn Smce, IFC president, this explanation is in
retaliation to The Murray
State News' Nov. 8 insult and
misrepresentation of facts.
First of all, it was the Panhellenic Council who began the
policy-making by encouraging
the five members of the NPC to
vote on the elimination of line
dances. Reasons given to eliminate the competitions were
that they were time-consuming, they create more competition among the sororities, and
they are degrading to the
image not only of a sorority but
to individual women. Besides,
•what do the competitions have
to do with raising money and
awareness for a deserving
cause?
Next, the Greek women represented by the Panhellenic
Council voted to adopt a policy
in which fraternity philanthropic events would be kept to
a two-day duration. Most of
these groups drag their events

out for a week and expect all
the sororities to go "all-out" for
the fraternity. The reader can
imagine the frustration of
sorority members who attend
classes, work on or off campus
to pay tuition and living
expenses, and who are involved
in other organizations, but who
are yet ridiculed when not
attending events day after day.
I feel like two days of the week
constitutes ample time to meet
the "traditional" requirements
of a fraternity's philanthropic
week. Sorority events (and
some fraternity events) last
two days while some last just
one afternoon or night. We all
manage to raise at least $1000
for our philanthropies.
In closing, I would like to ask
the campus community if the
reasons behind the Panhellenic
policies are ridiculous, OJ\ if th&
women of the NPC organizations are "acting like children"
(Opinion column, Murray State
News, Nov. 8, 1996). I would
like to encourage the MSU
News to be more considerate of
who they include in their slanderous headlines. If an issue is
perceived to be childish, then it
is not newsworthy.
Tracy Richey
NPC Sorority member

The Murray State News welcomes commentaries and
letters to the editor. Letters should be 300 words or
less and must be signed. Contributors should include
addresses and phone numbers, for verification.
Please include hometown, classification, title or relation to The University. To submit a guesf commentar:y
call 762-4468. You can send letters to 2609 University Station, Murray, Ky. 42071, or e-mail us at rnsuview@msumusik.mursuky.edu. The News reserves
the right to edit fol' style and length. Published letters
are kept on file for insJ)$dion In The News office .in
Wilson Hall.
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ColUmnist laments end of brief career
Well folks (that's what people
call each other in the South),
the ride we have taken is
almost over so I decided that
before I begin to · say a few
goodbyes over the next two
issues I would give y'all a cornucopia of thoughts all at once.
So if you will, here's a few
things that make me wonder.
• Every three or four months
I get the feeling that the phone
~------, will ring and
make me get
ofT the couch
while I try
again
and
again to develop the greatest stink palm
of all time.

uttered, I stood at the base of
that now-famous tree with
snow falling all around me and
asked her in lhe most serious
tone possible, "Why is it so
wise?" She answered , "Because
it is so straight gnarly man."
As if I knew? Mafioso?
Well, on the phone the other
night she said she dressed up
as Angel Dust for Halloween,
but was ultimately disguised
as positive energy. Maybe you
can figure that one out. Hey,
whoever tells you that drugs
are good for the body and
expand your mind, just say
"that's nice," and remind them
of the days when you chased
them around the house with a
a magnet after they got their
T h e tongue pierced.
Why tell this story you may
time
was
nearing, and wonder? Well, first of nll it's
as much as I more interesting than another
MARk
tried to screen letter from the SGA complainDORR
my calls 1 was ing about something. In ord~r
Columnist
once
again to appease the throngs who
caught
off have been begging me to write
L . . - - - - - - - ' guard. Yes, it
on the subject, I will give you
was my ex-girlfriend calling me this little morsel. The SGA is
from the great state of Califor· like .... You make up your own
nia where people try to hypno- joke here, everyone else does. If
tize their parenlt), . and mow you use your creative juices for
a minute rm sure you'll wind
lawns for enjoyment.
This was the place she excit- up slapping your own knee. See
edly ventured off to years ago it's not very hard is it?
Some digression huh? Well,
where she hoped to do the ever
popular finding of herself. A the reason I told the ~tory
place that has since lead her to about the girl who now calls
develop and expound on such herself "Stardust" is to prove
great revelations as "the sun is that parents always know best
the true god" and "trees are the when it comes to relationships
wisest creatures on the planet." involving their kids.
Mer the latter statement was
My mom hasn't really been

good for much since she got out get her to understand that hipof the rubber room and fmished pies are synonymous with the
acting in the film "One Flew 60s and not the 90s. The 90s
Over the Cookoo's Nest" (she have been reserved for
was an extra), but she did "grunge" (whatever that is),
know that this girl "Stardust" country music, the AIDS, and
was not for me. So did, Dad, toolboxes disguised as leaf
Gramp, the Gram I love to trucks. All of these things I
death, and even the balding respect more than life itself
postman that once told me that because they are current and
if I have athlete's foot to pee on will be linked with the 90s forit in the shower. It works, so do ever. Hippies are the past. Hipit if you have an itch. Now pies were our parents. We all
remember, rm not a doctor so I worry when we start to sound
don't know what peeing does like our parents as we age, so
for jock itch.
why try to be them at 21? Just
I spent three years with the wondering?
now famous "Stardust" and
• Now, on the topic of guys
although I don't regret it I do and what they'll do to look
wish I bad listened to my fami- good. The guy is often labeled
ly.
as "that guy," or "one of those
• There's another something guys." Cass it's all your fault.
that has me curious. Stardust You know, the buddy of yours
claims to be an ever-loving hip- with the cheesy bowl-cut that
pie, while the rest of society is is complimentary around those
just negative energy, an energy of the female gender, or male if
that kills a little bit of them- you prefer that lifestyle and
selves each day.
your name is not Billy Bob.
Now, if you have ever known
They're guys that talk bad
a shoeless, pot-smoking, Salva- about you in front of the girls
tion Anny clothes-wearing hip- once you leave. He (that guy)
pie, then you have something will say things like, "that guy
in common with me. She is my once had ringworm in his
best friend and her name is armpit, slammed his French
teachers hand in the door while
Aim.
"We cheered and cheered; laughing
hysterically
(it
and after an hour they came required stitches), and likes to
out and played one more song, toast only the southern side of
"Stairway." I was with all of my his bread before the tuna and
friends, and they were with me, egg is placed in the middle."
These are often the same peobecause I had all of the dope.
Aim and I share a lot, even ple that wear pants that are too
an occasional "I love you" (hey, tight. Pants that have a button
I can play compassionate guy left screaming for help as it is
when it's called for), but I can't being stretched like Plastic

Man and suffocated by the
excess blubber that hangs over
the pants.
• Quick one here. I thought it
was Hardee's Rock and Roll
Diner. If you are going through
the drive through check out the
sign on the window facing you,
it sadly says "Hardee's Roc's
and Roll Dinner." In the south
is dinner at noon, or in the
evening? Oh, maybe that's sup·
per.
• I am about on the end of my
soap on rope with this one. I
walk into a convenient store
with a handful of chew, copy of
Soap Opera Digest, two spare
tires, t~vo bags ofTwinkies and
a Yoo-Hoo (notice I didn't say
anything about lotto tickets that's another story).
I pulled out my money that
was in a krinkled ball when the
lady, or guy with bad body
odor, asks me politely, "Is that
all for you sir?" No, I forgot I
bought a Volvo without wheels,
O.J.'s murder weapon, a
whoopy cushion, an Abdominizer with Tony Little tape
included (can I have what he's
taking), a leg waxer, and an
extra copy of Mallrats.
Of course that's all I want.
• I watched Mr. MSU a few
weeks back and laughed very
hard. I laughed some of the
time because people were actually funny, and the rest of the
time because the contestants
were not smart enough to realize that they were not good at
their chosen form of entertainment. You must be able to take

Coming of winter signals
many annoying trends
Lhate winter.
•
Sure, winter isn't all bad. I
mean, we have Christmas, not
to mention New Year's Eve.
But the main characteristic of
winter is COLD weather. I
r-----~ know I am a
master of stating the obvious, but we all
know there is
nothing much
worse
than
going outside
when it's 20
below
zero,
sitting in your
car, turning
the key in the
C. D.
ignition, and
your
car
BRADLEY
explodes. Not
Viewpoinl
Editor
that this bas
.________.. much to do
with winter, but it would be
worse with it so cold outside.
And then there's the fact that
it gets dark outside approximately an hour and a half after
sunrise. All this does is make
you want to go to sleep at crazy
times like six in the evening
and do crazy things like blow
up other people's cars. I don't
know why, but it seems to be
that way.
I mentioned before that
Christmas was one of the
bright spots in this otherwise
dreary season, but it also has
its drawbacks. Number one;
shopping.

Anyone who has ever tried to
shop during the "Christmas
Rush" knows what l'm talking
about here. People who are
usually mild-mannered, polite
and considerate become crazed
weasels, ready to pounce on
any stray bit of Christmas-gifttype-stuff they can get their
mangy paws on, tea ring other
shoppers limb from limb in
some sort of psychotic animal
rage ... who, kind of got off on a
rant there. Sorry about that.
Suffice it to say shopping can
get ugly around the holidays.
The second annoying Christmas characteristic is commercials. For every five minutes of
programming, there are seemingly two hours of ads. But
that's not aU. They have begun
sneaking ads into TV shows
themselves. How many times
have you been watching a poor
excuse for a show and your
mind drifts away from the plot,
but you're thinking, ''My, doesn't he/she have a nice sweater/
shirt/pair of pants." And lhen a
week later you're wearing
them. Sneaky. You just can't
trust those advertising people.
I also mentioned New Year's
Eve, but it also is far from per·
feet. I like to party a little now
and again, and I don't mind
people who share those characteristics with me. What annoys
me is people who only do this
one time a year. There are
some people who shouldn't

yourself with a grain of salt
while laughing all the way.
The majority )mew they were
just plain funny, which was a
relief.
It was a relief after witnessing last years Ms. MSU
pageant. I taped it (strictly for
the humor) and watched it
almost as many times as I
watched Groundhog Day last
semester (Ned, Ned Ryerson!·
Punxsutawney Phil). Everyone
was so serious I don't think
anyone understood it was trivial. I mean come on, I was even
Ms. Beanpole when I was six.
As I watched everyone pretend to be as serious as my
mom was when she chased me
around the house with a rotting tomato, I almost expected
to see Regis Philbin interviewing the girls. Don't get me
wrong, all of the girls were
beautiful, but just know that as
their heartbeats raced on stage
I chuckled.
•
• I have been here for long
over a year now, and as I leave
another town to search for happiness, I need to meet one per son. She is a regular at the Coffee Shop, and always full of
energy and a seemingly great
story. If you read my column,
someday I will muster up the
courage to meet you. I am going
to travel coast to coast this
summer and write a book about
my journey and I would like to
start somewhere. Murray, the
Coffee Shop and you seem perfect.
• Cass, see ya' in DC. .

SO BOY~, \JHA11
l)O "YDU S~Y,l

drink, and they alldo it on N(!
Year's Eve. Of course, there are
people who do it all the time,
but that is for another time.
Speaking as a semi-pro, 1 say
New Year's Eve is amateur
night.
Another thing that annoys
me, and which I myself am
guilty of, is saying, "Boy, it's
cold outside." We know it's cold
out!iide. We had to walk from
there to get . to where we are.
We didn't just teleport from
home.
I get to put winter behind me
next week, if only for a little
while. Thursday I'll be going to
Florida, so while you're freezing up here, I'll be soaking up
some rays with Mickey Mouse.
I'll be thinking about you aU
when I'm on a golf course in
Orlando. Have fun .
1 guess there are some
things about winter that aren't
so bad. Things like snuggling
in front of a roaring fire, drinking hot chocolate with marshmallows, going sledding in the
park, throwing snowballs at
unsuspecting passersby, making snowmen, watching people
make fools of themselves trying
to ice skate, people living in a
hotel in Colorado and being
snowed in and getting cabin
fever and trying to kill their
whole family. Wow, a lot of
neat stuff happens during the
winter. Maybe winter isn't so
bad after all.

\JANNA RAlSt: I

PRICES To
l.l~?

San Francisco mayor needs lesson in tactfulness
"An embarrassment to humankind."
I can think of some
candidates
that
In
statement
would
My
describe nicely. Possibly Hitler, Charles
Opinion
Manson, or even
that guy that invented spray-on hair
would fit the bill.
However none of
the aforementioned
were the subject of
the comment in
CHRIS
question,
rather
that's how San
BROWNING
Francisco
Mayor
Copy Editor
Willie
Brown

described 49er quarterback Elvis Com, nee Candlestick, Park.
Grbac who replaced starting signal
Grbac following the Niners 20-17 overtime loss to the Dallas Cowboys this caller Steve Young, did indeed have a
rough game, including two interceppast weekend.
Brown. who made the comment to a tions that helped Dallas' cause greatSan Francisco Examiner reporter ly. However, his performance hardly
while in Pari!< trying to strike up ns warranted such an overkill of criticism
sister-city arrangement with the City as Brown delivered.
It seems that Grbac's 9·month-old
of Lights, further commented, "After
that interception and that boneheaded son was recently operated on to allevibreakdown in the last game against ate pressure on his spinal column
Dallas, and we lost it 20-17, he can't caused by the disease spina bifida.
play in any stadium that I'm going to Could it be that his son's well being
just might hold precedence over a
assist to be built."
His comment refers to efforts by damn ball game? I would sure hope so.
Despite the fact that he has been an
49er officials to encourage the city to
build a new downtown stadium for the important and productive member of
Niners to replace the antiquated 3 his team, there's no one who feels worse

about his on-field performance than
Mr. Grbac himself. I feel quite sure he
didn't take the field Sunday thinking,
"You know, I think I'll stink up the
place just to aggravate the mayor."
What kind of insensitive nss humiliates his fellow man over one lousy performance, especially when lhat man is
dealing with life and death concerns
about his child?
Mr. Brown, who the hell cares what
you think about anything, other than
the workings of your city's govern·
ment? If your comments about Grbac
are indicative of your diplomatic sldlls
in general, I look forward to reading
about your deportation by the French
government you're attempting to kiss

up to now.
Elvis Grbac is an NFL quarterback,
nothing more or less. He is not responsible for making the entire city of San
Francisco or its village idiot mayor
happy or anything else except giving
his best on the field when called upon.
I, for one, hope things start looking
up for Mr. Grbac · both on the field,
and most importantly, with his child.
It's encouraging to see someone out
there in the world of celebrities who
has his priorities in order and realizes
the most important team he belongs to
is his family.
As for Willie Brown, he has only to
look into the mirror to see an embarrassment to humankind .
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Residential colleges use budgets
for student programs, activities
Bv REBECCA D OUTT
SENIOR STAff WRITU

With the advent of the residential college
system at Murray State, the University
has made several changes in the organization of the budgets for student living
arrangements.
Jane Hall, faculty head of SpringerFranklin College, said the budgets for the
colleges were originally planned last
spring.
"We talked about the total dollars last
spring, where they would come from," Hall
said. "The money budgeted for each residential college budget comes from Student
Affairs. They made sure the funds were
there in that budget."
Hall said that because the amount of
money in each budget differs based on the
number of students living in each college,
the dollar amounts were not definite during the first few weeks of school.
"The money is based upon the number of
students," Hall said. "You don't know

Fraternity
holds lecture
Bv

SARAH WIGHT
NEWS EDITOR

exactly until they figure out who didn't
come and who else is there. We can be
more specific now that we know our num·
bers."
Some funds from the budget have been
used for activities such as Homecoming.
"We took some of the funds to build our
floats for Homecoming," H all said.
Each residential college may have fund·
raisers to raise money for specific items or
activities not in the budget.
"One of the things we want to do is be
able to buy specific things with our
money," Hall said. "The fund -raising
money goes in a separate fun d. If we raise
funds, we can buy certain things in the
future. Each college has things they would
like to buy. One thing our college would
like to buy is a copy machine for the college."
J ames I. Schempp, faculty head of Elizabeth College, said the residential college
budgets are used for several different purposes.
Schell;lpp said each college began with a

budget of $4,000 for programming and
$4,000 for intramurals.
"Some of that money for intramurals
went quickly for jerseys and other start-up
fees." he said. "We've used some money for
entry fees and that type of thing.
"We all started out equal because we didn't know what our expenses were going to
be in the first year. We have a flag we
carry to the football games, and that came
from those startup funds."
He said guest artists or other activities
hosted by the college are also paid for by
budget funds.
The treasurers for the colleges were met
several weeks ago to discuss proper forms
and procedures for spending money from
the budget.
"They need to know the right forms and
the right procedures to use, and they'll be
reviewing that," Hall said. "There are certain ways everything has to be done, and
we want to make sure they are done that
way. We want this to work out smoothly."

Committee hires consultant
to review Alexander's paper

AsSISTANT

Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity
will hold its first lecture in a
three-part informative series
aimed at helping students excel
and strengthen their educational background on Nov. 19.
The lecture titled "The
Mrican-American Male: His
Role in Society, the Community
and Self" will be held at Mason
Hall at 7:30 p.m. Three MSU
professors,
Steve
Jones,
Thomas N. Robertson 111 and
Charles Menfield will be the
featured speakers.
"The speakers will present a
wide variety of issues concerning black males," Sean Walker,
former Kappa Alpha Ps) president said. "We don't want to
concentrate on the problems.
What we're looking for is solutions and a plan of action that
can be taken. We want to get
young men more involved in the
community and get them
geared toward service."

contc.j,tantj, (o't

BY D ENISE H IGGINS
REPORTER

A paper written by Univer·
sity President Kern Alexander
critizing the University of
Kentucky and its use of funding will be reviewed by a consultant hired by the Equal
Opportunities Committee.

"I pointed out to them that
it would be better for a ll concerned to have a com plete
analysis," Alexande r said.
"I'm not sure which the consultant is going to examine. They
are he.ving a consultant to
study notes and tables which
may or may not be the complete information I submitted."
Alexander's report is a collection of his analysis of the
educational funding of the
state. The report indirectly
accuses the University of Kentucky of misappropriation of

" I pointed out to them
that it would be better for all concerned
to have a complete
analysis.

"

Kern Alexander

tending that the University of
Kentucky is one of the bestfunded universities in the
nation.

"I fully expect them to
defend what they call their
standard methodology which
is exactly what I've been ques·
tioning," Alexander said.
".Frankly, I'm not concerned."

funds, and attempts to show
that the tax level of Kentucky
residen ts does not equal the
quality found at other universities with similar support.

In an interview for the Oct.
18 issue of The Murray State
News, Alexander said he feels
this issue is a battle of wills
between the two universities,
·but he also feels Murray State
University cannot back away
ftom this issue.

The report is also critical of
the University of Kentucky for
a llegedly limiting the potential
of the state by not operating
nationally competitive graduate and research programs.
Alexander also included in
the repor t financial data con-

•we certainly don't want to
create controversy," he said.
"But I don't think that we
should ever agree that Murray
State bas more money per student that the Universi ty of
Kentucky. We won't go quietly on that."

POUCEBEAT
November 7
2:25 a .m. A noise complaint was issued outside of Richmond College at
the north end of the building.
3:00 a.m. Officers responded to a call of a non-resident creating a disturbance in Richmond College. The person was escorted from the building.
11 :26 a.m. The fire alarm sounded in Franklin College. No fire was
found.
1:03 p.m. The fire alarm sounded 1n Franklin College. No fire was found.
9:40 p.m. Chad E. Darnell of WPSD-TV reported the theft of a loweiOMNI light with stand from his parked van outside of Racer Arena. The
item Is valued at $247.
November 8
11:45 p.m. The fire alarm in Franklin College went off.
November 9
12:25 a.m. A smoke detector malfunctioned in Franklin College.
2:29 p.m. Krystal Emstberger was Involved in a minor auto accident near
Hester College. No injuries were reported.
6:27 p.m. A citation was issued to Matthew D. Shewsberry for disregarding a stop sign, making an improper turn and having no registration
receipt.
11:21 p.m. A complaint was issued on persons throwing snowballs at
Winslow Dinning Hall windows.
11 :48 p.m. A noise complaint was issued in the 800 block of College
Courts.
November 10
1:11 a.m. A complaint was issued In College Courts on a person throwing snowballs at vehicles.
1:46 a.m. Larval D. Sprouse was arrested for alcohol intoxication and
possession of drug paraphernalia.
1:53 p.m. Richmond College officials reported the panic bar ori the north
door had been broken.
8:46 p.m. An ambulance was dispatched to the 1200 College Courts for
a female student having difficulty breathing. The student was transported to Murray/Calloway County Hospital.
9:26 p.m. A citation was issued to Garrett Humphrey for disregarding a
stop sign, having no registration recetpt or insurance and speeding.
9:48 p.m. A citation was issued to Travonda C. Vaughn for disregarding
a stop sign and havi!lg no registration recetpt.
November 11
4:00 a.m. A student was transported to Murray Hospital. He was thought
to have a broken finger after hitting a wall.
12:45 p.m. Nathan Harris reported the theft of his GT Timberline mountain btke.
1 :57 p.m. Jason Karstens reported the theft of his GT Timberline mountain bike.
7:39 p.m. A small fire was reported in the bushes by Clart< College. Two
students were cooking out. The fire was controlled.
November 12
' 12:13 a.m. Ryan McVicar reported the theft of his bookbag.
8:42 a.m. The fire alarm sounded in the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center. No
fire was found.
10:24 a.m. Harvey Young reported the theft of his GT mountain bike from
the Hart College area.
10:40 a.m. Murray Fire Department was dispatched to Regents College
to respond to a fire in room 925. No fire was found, but a smoke detec·
tor was set off due to welding on the second floor.
3:57 p.m. Ben Trimble rePQrted the theft of his bike from Hart College.
10:23 p.m. The fire alarm sounded In Richmond College after the smol<tr
detector was activated on the third floor. No fire was found.
Information for Police Beat was gathered and compiled by The Murray
State News staff from materials available to the public at the Public Safe-

ty office.
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OLD MILWAUKEE
12 PACK

$4.89

BUDWEISER
BUD LIGHT
CASE
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fJJ LONE STAR
6 PACK

$4.69

$14.99
6 PACK

$4.69
MILWAUKEES BEST
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NATURAL LITE

LOOSE CASE

LOOSE CASE

LOOSE CASE

$8.99

$13.79

$9.99
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County Transit system
gives rides for small fee
Bv

REBECCA

Doun

SfNIOit SIAH WRITER

Need a dde, but your friends
with cars are all busy? The
Murray Calloway County Transit System is waiting for your
call.
Teres a Bayless, dispatcher
for the tra nsit system, s aid the
service is available to anyone in
the area .
"We're just like a taxicab service," Bayless said. "We have
service for anybody in or
around Murray who needs it."
Bayless said service anywhere in .Murray is $2. Service
outside of Murray is $4, $6. or
$8 depending on the location.
'rhc system, which is located
in the Weaks Community Center at 607 Poplar, has been running continually since 1980.
Sue Morris, general manager , said the system has several

requirements for its drivers.
"They have to have a commercial driver's license," Mor·
ria said. "Their safety record
has to be A plus. All drivers are
drug tested before they are
hired. We have a very well-disciplined transit system."
The transit system currently
consists of five drivers, a dispatcher and a general manager. Morris said the dispatcher
also has her commercial driver's license, allowing her to
drive if needed.
Morris said several people
use the transit system regularly, including some college students.
"We have a ridership per year
of 32,000," Morris said, "so we
have several regular riders. We
have some who have been
steady riders for 16 years. We
have some college students who

BY BRIAN H ENSON

Construction on the Regional
Special Event Center began in
the summer of 1995 with hopes
of a smooth road to completion,
which was originally expected
in June of 1997.
However, after cracks were
discovered in two quadrants
sections of the building in early
1996, work was slowed by the
Kentucky Finance and Administra tion Cabinet , which i::; in
charge of t he project. to come
up with some solutions for the
cracked concrete problem.
"[The problem) was two-fold,"

said Chris Kellogg, Finance
Cabinet Spokeswoman. "It was
a design flaw and a problem
with construction:
Soon after the flaws were
found, plans were formed to
correct the situation.
New plans were submitted by
a Nashville-based architectural
finn to strengthen t he weakened quadrants of the building.
"There will be more concrete
and steel," Kellogg said.
More specifically, extra steel
beams will be added to help
s upport the weight of the build·
ing. Also, more concrete will be
poured to reinforce the beams.
After review by state engi-

AROUND THE WORLD

use the system. Several in the
married housing use it."
Morris said t hat in addition
to the on-call service, the transit system has several regular
routes they follow.
"We have four flxed routes
into the county every day,
mainly as part of the WATCH
program, and t hose routes are
half price," she said. "We go to
the north side a nd the south
side once every hour."
Morris said the transit system does local dialysis runs,
and runs to Paducah if needed,
as well as other special runs
and routes as requested.
Morris said the transit system closes for five federal holidays: Memorial Day, Labor
Day, Thanksgiving, Christmas
Day and New Year's Day.
The transit system runs
weekdays from 7 a.m. to 4:45
p.m.

State approves RSEC repairs
after :Oa\Vs found in old design
STAFF WRITER

'I

NEWS

Nov~berl5,1996

neers, the plans were approved
for the redesign of the 8,000plus seat, 200,000 square-foot
arena on Oct. 26.
The project is estimated at a
cost of more than $20 million.
Despite the setback, Kellogg
maintains that the RSEC will
be completed in 1997, a lthough
it may be later in the year than
previously anticipated.
Upon its eventual completion, the Center will not only
host Racer basketball games.
but also host concerts, trade
shows, and other events around
the area that may require the
footage pr ovided by such a
structure.

Seth Dixon/Staff
Jerry Mayes and Marian Posey e njoy inte rnational foods while d isplaying artifacts from Costa
Rica at the Study Abroad Fair put on by the Ce nter for Inte rnat ional Programs Thursday.

Task Force evaluates new options
replacing the council altogethInstitutions in the past have
er.
been based on enrollment.
In McGuinness' plans, the
Another option included takKentucky is doomed because ing community colleges from institutions would be rewarded
of its approach to post-sec- t he University of Kentucky for collaboration and change.
ondary
education,
Aims and placing them under a sep"The options I think were
McGuinness told Gov. Paul arate board for community and good ones and fair ones except
Patton and other members of technical colleges.
for that one which would have
the Task Force on Post-sec'l'he third option entails one board for the University of
ondary Education.
placing the University of Ken- Kentucky and University of
McGuinness pr~sented dif- tucky and the University of Louisville and another for th~
ferent options for state policy Louisville under one governing regional universities," Univermakers to consider. One sug- board, and the s ix regiona l uni- sity President Kern Alexander
gestion
reconstructing or versities under another.
said.
BY DENISE HIGGINS
Rll'ORTfR

.

Congratulations to
AXA

1997 officers

Check Your Local Yellow Pages
for the Pizza Hut• Restaurant Nearest You.
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'By Jennifer Potter
.9lssistant Co{{ege Life ~aitor ana
Sfone 9{utcliison
Co{fege Life 'Eaitor
Pliotos 6y Setli 'D~on
I t's almost that time of year again. Time to start frantically
searching the malls for the perfect gift that probably costs a
great deal more than it should and definitely costs more than
you can afford.
For many, Christmas brings to mind maxed-out credit cards,
bouncing checks and empt.v bank accounts instead of spending
time with loved ones. and celebrating your faith
If money is tight why not try a different approach to gift giving
this year?
Instead of stressing yourself out and spending all your money
(what little of it there is), try your hand at candle or cookie making or assemble your own care package for someone you love. Try
some of the following ideas and you may find that it really is better to give than to receive.

1

For the friend who
always promises to
write, but never
seems to find the
time, a gift that guarantees no excuses is just the
thing.
Begin with a package of
stationery or one of tlie new
printed papers designed for
printers (they come in a wide
variety of styles and colors).
Stack a box of envelopes on
top of the paper, top that .
with a few stamps and a
package of ink pens and tie it
all up with a pretty ribbon.
Remember to check the sealant.
Thin the glue with a little
mail.
Price: including six stamps water so it is easy to spread
with the brush and then
$6.22.
apply a layer to th e front of
Decou page plates are each motif. Place each motif
fun and . easy to on the back of the plate so
make. You'll need a the design shows through on
clear glass plate, .the other side. Spray the
paper decorations back of the plate with clear
such as photos, old Christ- sealant.
Note: These plates are for
mas cards or wrapping
paper, white school glue, a decorative purposes and
foam brush and clear should not be washed or put

2

books are great traveling
companions and can be purch ased for about 99 cents.
Toss a few in a bag along
with a pack of mechanical
pencils, a trashy romance
novel and a travel pillow.
Price: $6.32.
Know someone who
already has everything? Cross stitch
kits make a great
gift for those hardto-buy-fora on your list.
Kits are available for a
wide variety of pillowcases,
pre-quilted quilts, baby bibs,
samplers, wall-hangings and
even bible covers. The kits
range in price from about $5
to $13.
The average kit takes
about six or seven skeins of
embroidery floss, and don't
forget your embroidery hoop
if you don't already have one.
A nine-inch hoop sells for
around 50 cents.
Price: for your average
dresser scarf and six skeins
of yarn $6.18.

4

on a co{{e

4

Price: wall calendars sell
for around $6 to$10. An inexpensive package of colored
markers is great for designating special days.
How many boxes of
facial tissues have
you gone through
this year? Bet you
throw your old boxes
away don't you. They could
make great gifts for just a
few dollars.
Cut the bottom out of an
old tissue box and wrap it
with pretty paper or colorful
cutouts from a magazine.
Cut a hole in the top of the
box where the tissues come
through. Finish your box off
with lace or beads and
baubles glued to the outside
Slip the decorated box over a
new box of tissues for a pretty box cover that can be used
time and again.
Price: one box can be.. completed for $2.82.

6

For your favorite caffeine junkie, tie up a
special treat.
For the forgetful peoA coffee mug
ple on your Christfilled with a package
mas list, a calendar of gourmet coffee and tied
can be the perfect with a bow makes a very
into the dishwasher.
gift.
Price: $2. 73.
Wa11
or
.
desk eatenIf you h ave a friend dars marked
or relative who h as with all the
racked
up
their family birthweight in fre quent- d a y s ,
flyer miles, a travel- an n i v e rer's goodie bag might saries and
be just the thing to help any
other
them pass the time while special occathey get where they are sions your
going.
family celeCrossword and wor dfind brates.

5

7

inexpensive gift that someone special will be sure to
enjoy when they need a
quick pick-me-up.
Price: $2.05.

8

For your favorite
niece or nephew or
the
child
you
babysit, the classics
are always your best

bet.
Familiar games such as
"Ants in the Pants," "Mr.
Potato Head,'' and "Don't
Break the lee" are all sure to
keep the younger crowd
occupied for hours.
Price: about $5 each.

3

9

If you plan to do a
great deal of baking over the holidays, wrap those
cookies and can dies up and call them
thoughtful gifts of lov~.
Cookie
containers
that hold 58 ounces of
goodies are great for cookies or anything else you

Woo your loved ones with low-cost (
Christmas Checkerboards

remaining four logs. Wrap and refrigerate until firm, at least six hours.
Heat oven to 375 degrees. Cut logs
crosswise into quarter-inch -th ick
slices. Place one inch a part on
ungreased cookie sheets.
Bake seven to nine minutes or until
firm and light ly browned on bottom.
Remove to wire racks to cool.
Pipe icing on cookies to resemble gift
wrap ribbon and bow.
Makes 52 cookies
Thtal Cost: $2.44

• 2 sticks (1 cup) butter, softened
• 1 1/2 cups confectioners' sugar
• ! large egg
• 1 tsp. vanilla extract
• 2 3/4 cups all-purpose flour
• 1 Tbs. cocoa powder
• 1 Tbs. chocolate sprinkles
• 112 tsp. grated orange peel
• 6 glaceed red cherries, minced
• 3 drops red food coloring
• 3 drops green food coloring
Decoration: green and/or red readyCr an-Raspberry Pinwheels
to-pipe icing
Beat butter and sugar in a large Dough:
bowl with an electric mixer until •1 package (3 ounces) cream cheese
blended. Beat in egg and vanilla. On • 1 1/4 sticks butter
low speed beat in flour until blended. • 112 cup granulated sugar
Divide dough into quarters. Knead • 2 Tbs. orange liqueur or orange juice
cocoa powder and sprinkles into one • 1 tsp. freshly grated orange peel
portion, orange peel into another por- • 2 114 cups all-purpose flour
tion, cherries and red food color into Filling:
third portion and green food color into • 112 cup cranberries, fresh or frozen
• 114 cup sugar
remaitPog portion.
Divide each portion in half. With • 1 Tbs. water
hands, roll each into an 8-inch log. • 3 Tbs. red raspberry preserves
Place an orange and red log side by Garnish:
side. Thp with a green and chocolate confectioners' sugar
In a food processor, process cream
log. Press logs firmly together to
adhere and square sides. Repeat with cheese, butter, sugar,. liqueur a nd

' -

orange peel until smooth. Add flour
and process until blended. Remove
blade, then dough. Divide dough in
h alf. Shape each portion into a sixinch square. Wrap and refrigerate
until firm, at least four hours or
overnight.

Filling:
In a small saucepan, bring cranberries, sugar and water to a boil. Reduce
heat and simmer, stirring often and
breaking up cranberries with back of
a spoon, until thickened and most liquid h as evaporated, five to six minutes. Remove from heat, pour into a
small bowl and stir in preserves.
Cover and refrigerate four hours or
overnight.
Heat oven to 350 degrees. Roll one
portion dough on a well-floured surface to a 12-inch square. Trim edges.
Using a pastry wheel or a sharp knife,
cut dough crosswise, then lengthwise
in five strips to make 25 squares.
Transfer squares with spatula to a
cookie sheet. Cut squares diagonally
from each corner one inch towards
center.
Place about 1/2 teaspoon filling in

center of each square. Fold every
other point to center to resemble a
pinwheel. Press dough where tips
meet. Repeat with remaining dough.
(Refrigerate if dough becomes too soft
to handle easily.)
Bake 12 minutes or until tips are
light golden. Remove to wire racks to
cool. Dust with confectioners' sugar
before serving.
Makes 50 cookies
Total cost: $2.70

x 9-inch baking pan wit)
ends extend above pan.
Crust:
Beat butter and confect
in a medium bowl wit}
mixer until blended. Wi
low speed, gradually adl
until blended. Press d
over bottom of prepared 1
Bake 15 to 20 minute
golden. Remove pan to a
Filling:

Cappuccino Chees ecake
Squares

Beat cream cheese it!
bowl with an electric
smooth. Add sugar anc
Crust:
blended. Beat in eggs 0 1
• 11/2 sticks butter, softened
until smooth. Remove 1
• 1/2 cup confectioners' sugar
small bowl. Mix coffee
• 1 112 cups all-purpose flour
liqueur in a cup, let sta
Filling:
utes, then stir until co
• 2 packages (8 ounces each) cream Add coffee mixture to on
ter, stirring until blende
cheese, softened
• 2/3 cup granulated sugar
into other bowl.
• 2 large eggs
Spoon tablespoonfuls
• l Tbs. instant coffee powder
mixtures over crust, al
• 1 Tbs. coffee liqueur or brewed coffee fee- and vanilla-flavored
• l tsp. vanilla extract
knife through mixtures
Garnish :
bleized effect.
Bake 25 to 30 minu
Chocolate c.offee beans
Heat oven to 350 degrees. Line a 13 puffed around the edges 1

1£ _< ~enY
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student's 6udget

might want to tuck inside.
Price: three containers sell for $2.

An herbal tea
or other trims such as lace or
decorative cord. Include the
care package
will be greatly
candles if you want, but the
holders are great gifts all by
.
appreciated by
If you know themselves.
friends
and
Price: $3.41 for two candle- .
one of those
family who love
guys who holders one large, one small. to relax the natural way.
washes his
The care package should
car
more
Have trouble include a box of herbal tea, a
han he bathes and thinks
buying suit- mug, a jar of honey and a
hat is the way it should
able gifts for honey dipper.
be, here's the perfect idea.
your married
Price: $5.60
Fill a plastic bucket
friends? If the
with car cleaning supplies
happy couple
If you are out
such as a sponge, detail- enjoys watching movies
of ideas and
ing towel, leather and together why not give them a
cash then cervinyl protectant, and car large plastic bowl with a box
tificates
for
wash.
of their favorite microwave
free massages,
Price: $10.43.
popcorn tucked inside along loads of laundry and batches
with a gift certificate fqr of cookies are your best bet.
If you need a movie rentals at their
They can be personalized
classy gift in favorite video store.
for the one you love with
a
short
Check with the video store paper and pens you have
amount
of to make sure they give gift lying around.
time
an certifi~tes. Most sell certifiunfinished cates for a specific number of
*prices are baaed on local disclock is the perfect thing.
count store prices
releases or any other dollar
Unfinished wooden clocks amount.
This is also a great idea for
with working clock parts
already installed cost around a family with children, sim$10 and can be painted with ply buy a bigger box of popacrylic paint or stained with com and make sure the gift
wood stain.
certificate is large enough for
Price: $14.24.
the children to pick a movie
or video game of their own.
For those who
Price: for the couples $9.68
plan to spend
For those peosome special
candlelit
ple on your lists
who are into
moments with
someone they
potpourri,
a
love over the holiday, inexglass potpourri
pensive flower pot candle globe with an iron stand is a
holders might come in gift that wi11 be greatly
handy.
appreciated.
The candleholders are
Price: large glass globes
made easily by stacking two sell for about $6 and smaller
miniature, spray painted globes sell for around $4 the
flower pots end to end, secur- potpourri to go inside is sold
ing with glue at the base and in bags containing three
decorating with silk flowers cups for around 96 cents.
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~hristntas

cookies

completely in pan on a wire rack.
Cover and refrigerate four hours or
overnight. Remove from pan by lifting
ners' sugar foil at ends to cutting board. With a
an electric sharp knife cut into one-inch squares.
mixer on 'lbp each square with a chocolate cofflour. Beat fee bean.
gh evenly Makes 96 cookies
an.
'lbtal Cost: $3.69
until light Cookie Tree Lights
·re rack.
Hang these festive cookies on a tree, or
arrange them on a mantel, holiday
a medium table or cookie platter. "Wire" them
nixer until shortly before displaying or serving.
beat until • 2 sticks butter at room temperature
e at a time •1 cup sugar
~cups to a • 2 large eggs
lOwder and • 2 tsp. baking powder
£1. five min- • 1 tap vanilla extract
e dissolves. • 3 3/4 cups all-purpose flour
bowl ofbat- • 1/4 cup heavy cream or milk
Stir vanilla Corn syrup paint:
•114 cup light com syrup
'cheesecake •1 Tbs. water
mating cof- • 4 different food colors
JRun a thin • black licorice laces for "wires"
Heat oven to 350 degrees. To make
for a marlights, have ready a 2 1/2 x 1 3/4-inch
JS or until strawberry shaped cookie cutter, or
~d set. Cool shape dough as directed in Step 2.

On lightly floured surface, roll one

piece of dough at t/1 time to 1/4-inch
thickness. Cut out lights with strawberry-shaped cookie cutter. Cut off
stem and leaf end. For "sockets," cut
out 3/4 inch square of dough and press
on cut edge of strawberry. If not using
cookie cutter, cut dough in diamond
shapes with a knife, slice off one
longer point, attach a "socket" and
round off three remaining points with
fingertips.
Make a hole in each "socket" with a
plastic straw. Place cookies one inch
apart on greased cookie sheets.
Paint:
Mix corn syrup and water in a small
bowl. Put about one tablespoop mixture into each of four cups and tint
with food color. Paint mixture on
unbaked cookies.
Bake nine to 10 minutes, or until
tops look dry and bottoms are very
lightly browned. Remove to wire rack
to cool. "Wire" by threading licorice
laces through holes.
Makes 40 cookies
'lbtal cost $3.34.
*Cookie recipes from Woman's Day magazine

Let there be light
Homemade candles allow craftiness to shine
There's no sense in spending a small forAdd ice cubes almost to the top of the
tune on candles for gifts or yourself. taper candle. Pour in the remaining meltHomemade candles are easy and fun to ed wax over the ice, leaving candle wick
make and best of all, they are cheap.
exposed. Let harden and peel away over a
sink, to drain the melted ice.

Materials you will need

For multi colored layers

• paraffin wax (available in block or bar
f'orm at the grocery store)
•a coffee can with the top bent to form a
spout
•vegetable cooking spray
•crayons or pieces of old candles.
•a variety of containers that can be used
as molds such as empty potato chip cans,
empty milk cartons, or orange juice cans
•taper candles in a variety ofheights

Follow the above directions except one
color at a time into the mold, allowing
each to set completely. Then pour subsequent layers for a rainbow efT~ letting
each color set before adding another. by
tilting the mold, you can achieve some
interesting effects with layering.

Getting started
The amount of wax you will need varies
with the size of the container you will use
as your mold.
Chop the wax intO small pieces and melt
it iD the coffee can which has been placed
in hot (not boiling) water. Use a clean stick
or an old wooden spoon to stir the wax
until it melts.

Coloring your candles

Decorating finished candles
If you would like to add some more dec·
orative touches to your candles you can
use straight p~ to attach sequins, colored pearls, or metallic snowflakes to your
candles.
1b give candles a psychedeHc touch, melt
the tip of a colored Crayon and let it cb'ip
down the side of the finished candle.

Snowball candles
1b make snowball candles let uncolored,

melted paraffin cool for 5-10 minuteanmtil
it begins to solidify.
Add pieces of Crayons or pieces of old
Whip the wax with an egg beater or a
candles that have been chopped and the
wire
whisk until it becomes foamy and
wicks removed to the wax. Stir well,
white.
Spoon immediately onto votive canadding more Crayons or candles for a
darker color and more paraffin to lighten. dles or to make larger snowballs apply the
wax to pillar candles leaving only the wick
Molding candles
exposed.
Spray the mold of your choice with cookPrices for supplies
ing spray for easy removal. Paper molds •16 ounce block of paraffin- $1.29
such as milk cartons can be torn away.
•vegetable spray- $1.36
Pour a thin layer of melted wax into the
•taper
candles- .68 each
bottom of the mold. Insert a regular taper
candle into the melted wax base and hold •votive candles- .52 each
until set.
•sequins and other decorations.. .58-.97
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Building confidence

THE NIGHT SHIFT

Being handicapped on campus is tough, but Myers faces it with an attitude
Myers indoors because
the battery that powers
his cart has no cover and
cannot be exposed to the
elements.
He said most professors understand his
circumstances and are
willing to make exceptions for him.
Other students are
not always so accommodating.
"Most of the time,
they don't know how to
approach me," he said.
"They think anything
they say will sound stupid. They're not used to
being around a handicapped person - but
once they get to know
me, they know how I am
and they know rm just
like they are. I just have
a different way of doing

BY SHELLEY STREET
STAFF WRITER

Kevin Myers' $3,000 vehicle is a little different than
you might expect.
It's a motorized cart he
uses to get around campus.
Myers was born with cerebral palsy.
Myers said that college life
, is difficult for handicapped
students.
"'t's not easy for a handicapped person to get around
and so most of them who do
come here end up leaving
because of that,• he said.
In recent years, the Urnvarsity has taken steps to
accommodate handicapped
students. Campus buildings
Danny VoweiiNisual Editor
are now handicapped-acces- Kevin Myers, freshman from Stewart Co., Tenn., outside his room.
sible. Students with wheelchairs are eligible to receive
bigger rooms for easier
doors on campus do not have buttons at all.
movement in the residential colleges. Other problems include broken elevators things."
Myers said it's not enough, however.
and turnstiles, such as those at Hart Deli
Myers said that one of the most imporand
Fast
T~ack,
which
do
not
allow
those
tant
things for a college-bound, handi- '
He cites faulty electronic buttons on
in
wheelchairs
to
pass
through
.
capped
person to have is confidence.
some doors, which are supposed to open
Other problems cannot be controlled so
with only a touch, as a major concern for
"I believe that I can do whatever I feel
handicapped students. Worse still, some easily. Bad weather sometimes forces like doing," he said.
The band hM performed in
a series of nationally U!le·
vised half time shows.
Between 1956 and 1978, they
~rformed in ba1f time shows
for nine professional football
games.
In 196;1., TSU made history
rut being the first predoniinately black university to
STAfF IEPORT
march in an inaugural
Racer !Ootball fans can parade, for President John F.
enjoy two half time shows Kennedy. The present band
during the .MSU .Raeets-Ten· direCtor, Eaward L. Graves,
marched that day.
neasee State football game.
In 1993 the band returned
John Fannin, Murray State
to
Washington, D.C. to march
assistant directOr of bands
in
Bill Clinton's inaugural
said the TSU bancl will per·
form with the Racer band at ~de.
half tim~.
In addition, tbe band has
Known-aaU.~~of. performed in the Orange
Bands," the TSU band is Blossom Classic in Miami and
noted as cme Of the finest in the Blues Bowl in ;Memphis,
Tenn.
the United Sta~.

Halftime
showcases
Tennessee
State Band

Jennifer Po tter/Staff

Jo Beth Wat kins, Kamala Walker, Keyla Palm er and Elaine
Ratliff rock during Alpha Gamma De lta's annual Ro~k-a
Thon. The ladies raise money for the Alpha Gamma Delta
Foundation and Juve nile Diabet es.

Rear view
Student artist takes new approach to capturing likeness of subjects
8Y DENISE HIGGINS
REPORT£R

If you happened to venture through the
Rocking Chair Lounge yesterday during
your lunch break you probably noticed
people lining up for a fellow student to
sketch their backsides.
1

"Behind Designs," an opportunity for
students to be sketched from their back·
side, took place yesterday from 11:30 to
1:30 on the second floor of the Curris Center.
For any of the student body who did not
participate, this was an unusual experience that was missed. Jeannie Morgan,
secretary/coordinator for the Student Government Association, said it was a fun

experience.
The portrait is a caricature-type picture
with a backside point-of-view. It was free
to those who participated. This event was
.sponsored by the Student Government
Association.
Tavares Jones, a sophomore majoring in
graphic design, was the artist. According
to Jones, an artist who has done this in the
past was supposed to come back again, but
things did not work out.
"They came looking for a student," he
said.
Jones, who is trying for a position on the
University Center Board was approached
by a couple of members of the UCB who
knew he could draw. They asked him if he
would do it. He agreed.

Jones has done this type of drawing
before.
"This is just like quick sketching and we
do that in class," he said.
"The SGA wanted to do some programming during the lunch times and bring
more students into the Curris Center,"
Morgan said. "There is so much traffic at
this time."
In 1995, the SGA held a similar event
with a licensed organization called the
Original Buttsketches. They found that
students were reluctant at first to participate in the event.
Morgan was the first one. to be sketch~rl
Soon after, there were long lines of' students waiting for their turn.
"The students loved it," she said.

Call Your Papa
For Free Delivery

The Great American

Smokeout

753-6666
Now accepting declining balance
after 9 p.m. Carry-out or delivery.
Nov. 19-20, 11 a.m. - 1 p.m.
Nov. 21, 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.

RACER SPECIAL
Large one topping
$6.98 + Tax

•

r----------,r----------,

1
1

Two Small
Cheese Pizzas

I
I
I
I
I

One Large
11
11 with the "Works"

1
1

II
II
II
II
II

I
I
I
I
I

$10.9·g * Tax
· v•

1 Not valid wtth any other offer. Valod I INot \•alid with any other coupon . Valid I
1
1

only at partldpabng locations
Addihonal t.•ppm~ 711( each.
Exptres 12/l tl/96

II
II

only at participahng locations.
Ad dlltonal toppm~ ~Sf extra.
Expire~ 12/ 18/96

I
I

L--------- -~L----------~

Rocking Chair Lounge
Curris Center

Go Cold Turkey and Have a Turkey Sandwich On Us!
Games & Prizes .. .Including Y.M.C.A. or Curves
membership & MUCH More!
For more information: Call Health Line- 762-3809
Sponsors: American Huma nics YAA 350; Health Services; YMCA: Curves: Victor's: Murray Home
Place Resta urant; Boone's Cleaners; The Clothes Doctor; T-Room; The American Red Cross; Dr.
Farmer; Dr. West; Wai-Mart; The Ameri~ Cancer Society; Murray-Callow»y Co. Hospital

Pledge Coupon
Na me
Add ress____________________________
Phone#_______________________________

----------------------------------

Pledge: I pledge to quit smoking for 24 hours for the Great American
Smokeout on November 21.
Signature:_________________________________
**Bring this coupon by the Rocking Chair Lou nge on Nov. 19-21 and
receive you r free gift!

Good Luck Racers!
v
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Teaching tolerance
New student orgm;tization encourages acceptance, understanding
ties include a
panel discussion,
a club night and
an Internet homepage.

BY SHELLEY STREET
STAFF WRITER

According
to
Webster's Dictionary, tolerance is a
Jones said the
pennissive or libermembers
of the
al attitude toward
new
student
orgabeliefs or practices
nization
will
disdiffering from or
cuss
such
"hot
conflicting
with
button" issues as
one's own.
the
military's
Promoting toler"don't ask, don't
ance is a goal stated
tell" policy and
in the constitution
gay and lesbian
of Alliance, one of
marriage rights,
the newest student
as well as proborganizations on
lems the group's
this campus.
individual
According to its
members
may
constitution,
encounter
and
Alliance will also
have to deal with
promote education
in the future,
and awareness of
because of their
diversity in the stualternative
dent body of Murlifestyle choices.
ray State UniversiJones noted that
ty by supporting
the
topics have yet
Andy Lee/St>nior Photographer
and promoting the
to
be
discussed by
specific needs and Tavares Jones, right, president and founder of Alliance, talks to Edward Sakowicz. freshman
the
members
of
interests of homo- from Elizabeth, NJ., about the organization. Membership in the organization Is open to indithe
group
as
a
sexual, bisexual and viduals of all lifestyles, and It Is designed to eliminate many preJudices.
whole.
trans-gendered stu"We are people, individuals with feel·
"There are a lot of old attitudes and a lot
dents.
The organization is open to all Murray ings, with desires, with hopes and goals of old prejudices that exist, and if we are
State University students regardless of and dreams and everything everybody else to get along as people, some of those things
wants," he said. "We are human people. We have got to release," Jones said.
sexual orientation, race, color or creed.
just have a different sexual orientation."
"We live in a society that is composed of
"They have to be put aside if they are
"Just because you're gay doesn't mean going to be able to deal with people on a
all people, and in any fight we need as
many fighters as possible," said Tavares you're different," Jones said. "It's not even human to human basis," he said.
the biggest part of your life, it's just one
Jones, president and founder of Alliance.
aspect of who you are."
"Whether people like it or not, gay peo"We're not going to win this fight living
ple,
bisexual, trans-gendered people, are
Alliance presently has eight members,
in a little side section off in the corner," he
part
of
our s ociety," he said.
two of whom are heterosexual. One of the
said. "We need everybody."
"We are brothers, sisters, fathers, mothJones said what many people often do heterosexual members is an officer.
not understand is that gay and lesbian Alliance plans to hold fund-raisers ers. The sooner people can deal with that,
understand that and either tolerate or
members of the community want the same throughout the year.
So far the group is brainstorming for accept. that, the better I think they will be
things out of life that heterosexual people
activities to do as a group. Such possibili- and society will be."
want.

BY BRANDl W IUIAMS
RII'OITB

Major corporationa have joined hands with Murray State
to get studenU, involved in part time work. Among them is
the Pepsi-Cola company which is offering scholarships to
students who are involved in their sChool-to-work program.
This program gives students the ability tO earn spending
money, gain job experience, and rec::eive scholarship opportunities.
"The PeptJi company has bad this program for about a year
and a half," Gina Winche&Wr, assistant director/cooperative
education coordinator for Career Services, said.
"We had a representative from the cottlpany come to us
and explain to ua about their school-to-work program," she
said. "They said that they really needed the help because of
the openings of all the new Super Wal-Marts in the area.•
Student$ start their ~or year working twenty hours a
week training and stocking shelves. That summer, they will
work 40 hours a week and leam to drive a company truck.
For this work, the Pepsi -=omp§Uly will offer thirty bouTS of
paid tuition and books for their senior year, and a guarantee
of a position at the company after graduation.
"'tis not necessarily a job that y:ou do to gain valid career
experience. but it is an oppqrtunity to
in with a well
known company," Winchester said.
To apply, students must be a junior in college and have a
~or in business. Applications are available in the Career
Services office in Ordway Hall.
If working tor a Pepsi plant is not appe~, the Briggs
and stratton motor manu&l~ company is also looking

set

for atudeJ'ltJ in their on.ebool-tq-woz1t p~.
This prOpam takes plate during the w"k either: Monday
Wednesda1 and Friday. Tu,eeday and Thui'Bday~ or Monday
through Friday.
The ~Uirementa for Brigp and Stratton are that students muat be enrolled at Murray State for at least six hours
and have a 2.() grade point average.
Applications are also q:vailable at the Career. Se'l'Yice office,
and 'aa:epted individualS will be contac~d for an interview.
Then, if ehbaen, indiviclu.als will be aubjected to backgrotmd
cheeks, pbysicala, and will be trained for the position they
IJlight hold.
There is no acbollmihip oft'ered at Briggs and Stratton,
however, it is a paid work u.perienee.
The company will accept students from any mlijor and
applications will be acceptecl all year.

Congratu ations to
the brothers of

Co me see what ~he Murray State 1 ADS Cltil:> tis''up to this year~t'
Meetings are held every Wednesday at 5 p.m.
in Wilson Hall Rm. 115.

Tuesday, Nov. 19

Career Services program
works wonders for MSU

on a successful food drive
8,200 pounds locally
775,000 pounds nationally

We will except b oard plans
from 4 to 7 p.m.
Order from a selected menu.
Board Plan requires
a $1 admission and a
depletion of a meal off your
meal plan.
Get a free 16oz drink with order.

____
...

"The Mirror Bas
Two Faces"
PG-13

''Ransom"

First Floor Curris Center .

NEW ON VIDEO

(R)

Dernl Moore

~TRIPT~~

The

PHANTOM
BILLY ZANE
KRISTY SWANSON
TREAT WILLIAMS

,.... "-*'Dup:-.a..,a....

"Romeo & Juliet"
<PG·l3)
$111r~ lilt~~-. t...un1 Mc•U

• n.LM"''"'

"Dear God"
(PG)

..

Tuesday, Nov. 19
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HAIL TO THE VICTORS

Seth Dixon/Staff

Senior defensive back Elliott Dunn (24), freshman punter Grant Pruitt (9) and
junior center Brian Cox (52) salute their fans who traveled to Richmond Saturday

to witness the Murray State football team 's 17-14 win over Eastern Ke nt ucky,
which clinche d a second-straight O hio Valley Conferenc~ title for t he Racers.

BY MIKE OHSTROM

OVC Standings

SPORTS fDITOR

Eastern Kentucky was talking the talk, but it was Murray
State that walked the walk as
the fourth-ranked Racers put
the finishing touches on backto-hack Ohio Valley Conference
championhips and another trip
to the 1-AA Playoffs with a 1714 road win over the Colonels
Saturday in Richmond.
"They (EKU) were talking
about 'Sweet Revenge' all
week," said MSU head coach
Houston Nutt, whose Racers
beat the Colonels for the second-straight season and first
time at EKU since 1972. "I can
see why it's hard to win in
Richmond, but our kids got the
job done."
However, Nutt does not want
his team to relent, as the
Racers could earn home-field
advantage through the first
two rounds of the 1-AA Playoffs
by fmishing the year with 'a 101 record. MSU can also win the
conference crown outright with
a win over Tennessee State
Saturday at Stewart Stadium.
"One thing about this business is that you can't enjoy
things for too long," Nutt said.
"We definitely do not want to
share (the OVC title)."
After a four-interception performance against Tennessee
Tech Nov. 2 at Stewart
Stadium, senior quarterback
Mike Cherry exploded to complete 19 of 31 passes for 235
yards and two touchdowns
against the Colonels.

ovc Overall
Team
W
x-Murray State 7
Eastem Illinois 5
Eastern Kentucky 5
Tennessee Tech 4
Tennessee State 3
MTSU
2
SEMO
2
UT-Martin
1
APSU
0

L
0
1
1
3
3
4
5
6

W
8
7
5
5
4
4
2
1
0

6

L
1
2
4
4
5
5
7
8
9

Jt-dinched OVC championship

LAST WEEK'S RESULTS

Murray State 17, Eastern
Kentucky 14; Eastern Illinois 41,
Southeast Missouri State 21;
Tennessee Tech 21, Tennessee
State 19; Middle Tennessee
State 30, Tennessee-Martin 12.

MSU 17, EKU 14 -

Seth Daxon/Staff

Junior tailback Anthony Downs (3), who gained a career-high I 53 yards on 27 carries against
Eastern Kentucky, tries to elude Colonel linebacker Britt Bowen (47) Satu rday In Richmond.

The OVC's Offensive Player
of the Week, Cherry led MSU
on a 10-play, 70-yard drive in
the final minutes to set up
juni~r placekicker Rob Hart's
game-winning field goal, which
pushed Cherry's record against
OVC teams to 15-0, a fact that
surprises the Texarkana, Ark.,
native.
"I never would have imagined
it," said Cherry, who transferred to MSU in the spring of
1995 from Arkansas. "I just
tried to provide a little leadership towards a conference
championship, so all my

dreams have been accomplished further than I could
have imagined."
Hart is now one field goal and
one point away from owning
the
OVC's
single-season
records for three-pointers (19)
and kick scoring (89 points).
Junior tailback Anthony
Downs reached the 100-yard
plateau for the third-straight
game against EKU, setting a
career-high of 153 yards rushing on 27 carries.
Perhaps the biggest contribution in the win over the
Colonels was by the MSU

defense, which held EKU tailbacks William Murrell and
Daymon Carter to 37 and 61
yards rushing, respectively.
The Racers also held the home
team scoreless for the final
three periods after allowing
two first-quarter touchdowns.
"l was concerned in the third
quarter when we kept digging
ourselves in a hole, but our
defense played like champions," Nutt said.
Tackle Mathias Vavao, cornerback Renardo Hampton and
linebacker Ronnie Merritt each
had nine tackles to lead MSU.

Two players suspended for fight
BY MIKE 0HSTROM
SPORTS EDITOR

Murray State's 17-14 football victory
over Eastern Kentucky Saturday in
Richmond was a game for the ages, at least
until post-game altercations soiled the
championship atmosphere.
The Ohio Valley Conference suspended
MSU reserve offensive lineman Kalvin
Smith and EKU wide receiver Bobby
Washington Wednesday for engaging in a
fight after the game.
Smith will sit out the first half of the
Racers' horne contest against Tennessee
State Saturday, while Washington will

miss Saturday's entire game between the (Washington) for coming back to us and
Colonels and Austin Peay State because of apologizing."
an additional incident with referees.
Each player received notice that under
"The actions of both players were serious NCAA rules, any such future action will
and the consequences would have been result in an automatic suspension for the
more severe if not for their sincere remorse remainder of the season, including the 1for their involvment," OVC Commissioner AA Playoffs.
Dan Beebe said.
MSU head coach Houston Nutt and
The post-game controversy included a Colonel coach Roy Kidd did not shake
visit by Washington to the Racer locker- hands until the Racers began loading the
room after the game to apologize for his buses to return to Murray two hours later,
actions. Smith, a sophomore from
"I hope that OVC players and coaches
Memphis, Tenn., lamented fighti.ng will use this as a reminder to rise above
Washington back.
the emotions that occur in close, hard"It's all about sportsmanship, and I fought contests between rivals," Beebe said
regret retaliating," Smith said. "I respect about the decision.

Saturday In Richmond
Team 1 2 3 4 Total
MSU 7 7 0 3 - 17
EKU 14 0 0 0 - 14
Rrat Quarter
MSU - Swinton 19 pass from
Cherry (Hart kick), 6:18
EKU- Washington 74 pass
from Couch (Wright kick), 4:42
EKU - Butler 1 run (Wright
kick), 0:20
Second Quarter
MSU - Jones 4 pass from
Cherry (Hart kick), 0:13
Fourth Quarter

MSU - FG Hart 36, 0:00
A -10.400
MSU

First downs
18
Rushes-yards 35·152
Passing yards
235
Return yards
0
Comp-Att
19·31-1
Sacks-Yards
1· 7
Punts
5·193
Fumbles-lost
2-2
Penalties-yards 4-24
Possession Time 30:05

EKU

12
44-139
142
9
10-19-0
1-7
6·204
3-1
4-20
29:55

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS

RUSHING - Murray State,
Downs 27-153, McCann 4-16,
Cherry 4·(-17). Eastem
Kentucky, Carter 11·61, Murrell
19·37. Couch 6-30, Butler 8-11.
PASSING -Murray State,
Cherry 19·31-1 235. Eastern
Kentucky, Couch 10·19-0 142.
RECEIVING - Murray State,
Swinton 10-181 , Jones 5-24,
Greer 2-30, Branch 1·0, Pollard
1·0. Eastern Kentucky,
Washington 4-109, Menendez 326, Murrell 2-1 , Carter 1-6.
MISSED FIELD GOALS Murray State, Hart (1), Eastern
Kentucky, Wright (2).
Mike Ohstrom/Sports Editor

Memo to Kldd:
OVC no longer
your kingdom
With
two
Division 1-AA Sports
national Talk
championships,
15
Ohio Valley
Conference
championships and
271 victories
in 33 seasons
at
Eastern MIKE
Kentucky,
Roy Kidd has 0HSTIOM
truly estab- Sports EdilOf
lished himself
as one of the best college football coaches in the history of
the game.
After all, how many coaches
are good enough to eke out 10
straight years at the same pro,
gram, much less earn the right
to have a stadium named after
him?
Nevertheless, the time has
come for Kidd and his oncemighty Colonels to concede the
OVC throne to Houston Nutt
and the Murray State Racers.
The Racers have simply outplayed EKU the last two times
both teams have challenged
each other for OVC supremacy.
MSU has had the necessary
performances and desire essential to winning consecutive conference titles in head-to-head
showdowns against a hated
rival.
The Colonels, once feared for
their rushing attack and a long
history of stellar ballcarriers,
have watched MSU bottle up
top tailback William Murrell to
56 and 37 yards on the ground
in 1995 and 1996, respectively.
Meanwhile, EKU's defense
has been burned by quarterback Mike Cherry and wide
receiver Reginald Swinton,
who have connected a combined 15 times for 288 xards
and for the opening touchdowns in both contests.
But what is most alarming
about this season's "OVC
Game of the Year" was the
reaction by EKU fans ana players to t heir first failure to
reach the 1-AA· Playoffs since
1985.
Now I have always griped
about MSU fans and their apathetic, uninvolved ways of
cheering for their football
team, but if there is one thing
that Racer fans have over
Colonel fans, it is class.
Saturday's EKU faithful
could not wait for the Racers to
hit the field in Richmond
before revealing their uncensored anger at last year's los,s
and their wish for "sweet
revenge."
And when Rob Hart's 37yard field goal sailed through
the uprights as time expired to
give the Racers a secondstraight OVC crown, all hell
broke loose at Kidd Stadium.
Apparently all those years of
.success on the gridiron did not
instill a sense of humility and
sportsmanship among anyone
involved with the Colonel football program, as both EKU
players and fans stormed the
field to keep the Racers from
celebrating and singing the
MSU fight song. Well, excuse
our players and fans for just
happening to be jubilant about
making history.
Does anyone remember what
happened when Western
Kentucky beat the Racers in
double-overtime and then
danced and stomped on our
new midfield logo this year?
Absolutely nothing.
We at MSU have learned to
take the bumps, bruises and
defeats that come with trying
to be the best. Maybe the
Colonels need a few more whippings on the football field to
remember what it takes to
return to a championship level.
Meanwhile, I know just the
team to provide those whippings, one that could do so for a
very long time to come.
That team would be the
Murray State Racers - the new
OVC powerhouse.
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Second-place Racers shake up OVC
Bv )ASON YATES
REPORTER

If preseason polls accurately forecasted the final standings of a conference, chances are Murray State head
,volleyball coach Brenda Bowlin would
not be smiling so much.
The Racers, picked to finish seventh
in the Ohio Valley Conference,
wrapped up a successful conference
campaign with a 15-11, 15-4, 15-9 vic-

tory over Tennessee State Tuesday
night in Nashville, clinching at least a
share of second place.
Bowlin believes the poll helped
motivate her squad to its strong OVC
performance.
"All year. we talked about proving to
ourselves and the conference that we
were better than seventh," Bowlin
said.
Jill Kennedy, a junior outsioe hitter
from Louisville and one of only five

upperclassmen on the team, expected
MSU to have a prosperous season.
:'From day one of practice, I knew
that our team was going to prove the
poll wrong," Kennedy said.
Following a home defeat to firstplace Southeast Missouri State Nov. 5,
MSU (23-9, 13-5 OVC) posted a 15-4,
15·7, 15-11 victory over Middle Tennessee Stale Friday night in Racer
Arena, followed by a 15-8, 15-5, 10-15,
11-15, 15-5 home win over Tennessee

I

Tech Saturday afternoon before the arch-rival Western Kentucky at 7 p.m.
Monday in Racer Arena. W.KU, a formatch against TSU.
"I am very proud of how our kids mer member of the OVC, will serve as
responded following the tough loss to a tune-up for next weekend's OVC
SEMO," Bowlin said. "It is a sign of a Tournament.
championship team to bounce back
Bowlin is looking forward to the reg- .
ular-season finale.
from setbacks."
Sophomore middle hitter Stephanie
"Monday night will be our last reguDiebold tallied 34 kills and just four lar-season game at home and the last
hitting errors in the three matches, time our seniors will play here," Bowlincluding no errors in the rout ofTSU. in said. "I am looking forward to a big
MSU will focus their attention on . crowd."

'Ball-hog' Swinton keys .
offense, catches honors
BY

jASON YATES

REPORTER

Danny VoweiiNisual Editor
Stephaine Minor (33), a senior power forwa rd from Madisonville, battles for a loose ball during the
women's basketball team 's 68-66 exhibition loss t o t h e St. Louis Express Sunday In Racer Arena.

Exhibition proves MSU's talen t
Bv GREG

STARK

REPOtlTER

Preseason Ohio Valley Conference Player of
the Year Stephaine Minor led the Murray State
women's basketball team with a double-double
in a 68-66 exhibition loss to the St. Louis
Express Sunday in Racer Arena.
Minor, a senior power forward from Madisonville, led the Lady Racers with 20 points and
14 rebounds, while Sa rah H iggins followed with
13 points and' Bobbi' Coltharp 'with 12.
The Express jumped to a 36-30 lead at the
half, but the Lady Racers outscored their opponents 36-32 to close to their final margin.
Head coach Eddie Fields was pleased about his
team's performance, which included outrebounding the Express 51-37.
"I was excited about the way we played,"
Fields said. "They (St. Louis) had played two

previous teams and had beaten them by 20. We
set up exhibition games to see where we are as a
team, and we looked good."
Higgins, a sophomore guard from Russellville,
waR satisfied with the team's defensive effort.
"Even though we lost, I felt that we got the
bugs out of our system," Higgins said. "I was satisfied with our defense and with how everybody
helped out."
The Lady Racers next travel to Carbondale, Ill.
Nov. 23 tO take on Southern Illinois. This trip
will be the first of a nine-game road swing whiCh
will last until Jan. 111 when the Austin Peay
Lady G<lvernors invade Racer Arena.
Fields is optimistic about the Carbondale trip.
"I don't know what they have, hut I'm pretty
sure they will be playing a lot of new faces ,"
Fields said. "Carbondale is always a tough place
to play, but if we play hard, and if we get our
rebounds we should be all right."

The Murray State football
team has an array of talented
offensive weapons at its disposal, so one may wonder how
Reginald Swinton is having the
type of season he has put
togethor. The 6'2", 180-pound
wide receiver from Little Rock,
Ark., believes it begins with
one simple demand.
"I want the ball," Swinton
said. "1 feel
that the ball
should. be in
my hands at
all times: I am
not being selfish, but most
good receivers
want the football."
SWINTON
Swinton
caught 10 passes for 181 yards
and a touchdown in the Racers'
.17-14 y,in over Eastern Ken·
tucky Saturday in Richmond,
which clinched MSU's second
consecutive Ohio Valley Conference championship and
automatic 1-AA Playoff berth.
Going into Saturday's game
against Tenrrossee State, Swinton has 56 catches for 872
yards and six receiving touchdowns, as well as a two-point
conversion catch, two rushing
touchdowns and a 35-yard
touchdown pass to his credit.
He also ranks lOth among Division 1-AA performers with 6.22
receptions per game and 12th
in yards per game with a 94.67
average.

Washers still

would like to say

75¢

'CONGRADS' to

MSU head coach Houston
Nutt says it is difficult to satisfy Swinton's hunger for the
pigskin.
"Reggie does many big things
for us, but it is really hard to
get him the ball frequently
when we have the likes of J esse
Jones, Donald Hitson, David
McCann , and Samuel Greer
who all want the football," N utt
said. "We just have to do what
is best for the team."
Swinton is capable of the big
play and hauling in the clutch
reception, but after the arrival
of quarterback Mike Cherry, he
had to worry about more than
opposing secondaries. For the
first time in his car eer, Swinton
had to wear gloves to maintain
peak performance.
"In high school, you could not
pay me to wear gloves," Swinton said. "I understood when
Cherry arrived that he had a n
NFL arm and it would be hard
to catch the ball bare-handed. I
will never play without gloves
again."
Swinton made a statement
during the second game of this
season against Southern lllinois when he became the first
MSU receiver since 1990 to
tally 10 catches in a game. He
also gained 224 yards against
the Saluk.is to set the secondhighest game total in school
history.
Swinton is also in pursuit of
three major rnilestones that
would place him among MSU's
elite. With one year of eligibility left, the junior needs only 31
receptions and 304 receiving

Dynamic duo
Reginald Swinton and Jesse
Jones can become Murray
State's second and third wide
receivers to reach 800 yards in a
season, with Swinton within 128
yards of the 11000-yard plateau.
Name (season)
Yards
1. Harvey Tanner (1967)
996
2. Reginald Swinton ( 1996) ~72
3. Lee McCormick ( 1985)
769
4. Jesse Jones (1996)
733
5. Stanley Howard (1987)
732
Mike Ohstronv'SportS Edttor

yards to become the Racers' alltime leader in both categories.
He also needs only 128
receiving yards this season to
become the Racers' fi rst-ever
member of the 1,000-yard club.
Harvey Tanner, MSU's only
other receiver to reach the BOOyard plateau, fell four yards
short in 1967.
"Murray bas had some great
athletes, and if I become the
first 1,000-yard receiver, it
would be the highest accomplishment T ever received,"
Swinton said.
With all the individual accolades looming in the future for
Swinton, he has his sights set
on the. team's accomplishments
for the remainder of this season. 'l'he Racers have never
won a I-AA playoff game in
three trips to the postseason.
"This is coach Nutt's first
graduating class and 1 want to
advance past the first round of
the playoffs to see his seniors
such a5 William Hampton and
Elliott Dunn go out well," Swinton said.

JJJJIPIIUl ~
for a successfull
ROCK-A-THON!

Monday-Saturday 8:30 a.m. - 11 p.m.
Sunday 9 a.m.- 11 p.m.
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Society is becoming even more complex
and technologically oriented. The master's
degree can provide the bddge between
higher education and the professional workplace.

; - $3 offanyserviCe- i

Join the growing number of students entering a
graduate study at Murray State. Give yourself
a better opportunity for:
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SCORECARD
Football
NCAA 1-AA TOP 25
Team
Record
1. Marshall
10·0
2. Montana
9-Q
3. Northam Iowa
9-1
4. Murray State
8-1
8-1
5. Troy State
6. Northern Arizona
9-2
7. Stephen F. Austin
7-2
8. Western Illinois
9·1
9. Jackson State
8-1
10. William & Mary
8·2
11 . East Tennessee State
8-2
7-2
12. Furman
13. Delaware
7·3
14. Eastern Illinois
7-2
7-2
15. New Hampshire
7-2
16. Florida A&M
17. Youngstown State
7·3
7·3
18. James Madison
19. Dartmouth
8-0
20. Southwest Missouri State 6-4
7-3
21 . Villanova
6-3
22. Nicholls State
7-2
23. Howard
24. Eastern Washington
6-4
25. Northwestern State (La.) 5-4

Volleyball
MSU 3, TSU 0
Tuesday in Nashville, Tenn.
Team
1
2
3
MSU
15
15
15
TSU
11
4
9
Kills - Murray State 48 (Bridges
15), Tennessee State 31 (Marshall
9). Assists - Murray State 44 (Hoff·
man 31), Tennessee State 25 (Kim
24). Aces- Murray State 5 (Hoffman, Brashers 2), Tennessee State
5 (Kim 3). Digs - Murray State 57
(Diebold 19), Tennessee State 50
(Gomez 12). Blocks- Murray State
20 (Bridges 8), Tennessee State 6
(Timmons 2).
T -1:04.
Records: Murray State 22-9, 13-5
OVC; Tennessee State 4-22, 2·14.

MSU 3, TTU 2
Saturday in Racer Arena
Team
1
2
3
4
5
TTU
8
5 15 15
5
MSU
15 15 10 11 15
Kills - Tennessee Tech 55 {Melchiorre 17), Murray State 66
(Diebold. Bridges 16). AssistsTennessee Tech 48 {Hagovsky 46),
Murray State 60 (Hoffman 44).

Aces - Tennessee Tech 1~ (Gold·
ensoph 4), Murray State 6 (Hoffman 3). Digs- Tennessee Tech 60
(Melchiorre 13), Murray State 86
(Kennedy, Brashers 15). BlocksTennessee Tech 8 (Fertic 3), Murray State 14 (Diebold 3).
A -101. T- 1:47.
Recorda: Tennessee Tech 10.17,
5·12 ovc.

Friday in Racer Arena
Team
1
2
3
MTSU
4
7
11
MSU
15
15
15
Kills- Middle Tennessee State
34 (Miller 12), Murray State 48
(Brashers 11). Assists- Middle
Tennessee State 29 (Clayton 26),
Murray State 42 (Hoffman 39).
Aces- Middle Tennessee State 3
(Bishop 2), Murray State 9 (Hoff·
man 3). Digs- Middle Tennessee
State 30 (Schulz 7), Murray State
58 (Brashers 16). Blocks - Middle
Tennessee State 3 (Cunningham,
Venable 1.5), Murray State 6
(Diebold, Bridges 2).
A -139. T -1:05.
Records: Middle Tennessee State
15-17, 7-9 ovc.

Women's
Basketball

SUNDAY
MONDAY
Volleyball -Western Kentucky vs. MSU at 7 p.m. in Racer Arena

TUESDAY
Men's Basketball - Exhibition: Croatia National Team vs. MSU at 7 p.m.
in Racer Arena

THURSDAY
Rodeo - Intercollegiate Rodeo in West Kentucky Exposition Center

FRIDAY
Volleyball -Ohio Valley Conference Tournament in Racer Arena
Rodeo - Intercollegiate Rodeo in West Kentucky Exposition Center

SATURDAY
Rodeo - Intercollegiate Rodeo in West Kentucky Exposition Center
Football - West Virginia Tech vs. MSU at 1:30 p.m. at Stewart Stadium
Volleyball - Ohio Valley Conference Tournament in Racer Arena
Women's Basketball - MSU vs. Southam Illinois at 7 p.m. in Carbondale
Men's Basketball - Belmont vs. MSU at 8 p.m. In Racer Arena
den, Squibb 3), Murray State 13
(Coltharp 3). Total fouls -St. Louis
Express 15, Murray State 14.
A- 150.

Men's
Basketball

PRESEASON
EXHIBITION
Sunday in Racer Arena
ST. LOUIS EXPRESS (68)
McGary 2-4 3-4 7, Jackson 6·15
0·0 12, Shareef 7-16 4-4 18, Glad·
den 4·13 2·3 10, Johnson 3-8 1-2
7. Miller 3·5 0-0 8, Squibb 3·10 0·0
6.
MURRAY STATE (66)
Coltharp 5·17 0-Q 12, Hunt 3-8 22 8, Gilbert 3·3 2-3 8, Johnson 1-3
1-2 3, Minor 6-15 8-9 20, Beach 01 0·0 0, Higgins 5-9 2-2 13, Gray
1
Meadors 1-7
2.
Halftime - St. louis Express 36,
Murray State 30. Three-point shots
- St. Louis Express 2·5 (Miller 2-2,
Squibb 0-1, Jackson Q-2), Murray
State 3-9 (Coltharp 2-6, Higgins 1·
2, Meadors 0-1). Fouled outNone. Rebounds - St. Louis
Express 37 (Gladden 8), Murray
State 51 (Minor 14). Assists- St.
louis Express 13 (Jackson, Glad-

o-o

SATURDAY
Fenci ng - Racer's Edge Tournament at 9 a.m. in North Gym of Carr
Health Building
Rugby - MSU vs. Middle Tennessee State at 1 p.m. in Murfreesboro
Football - Tennessee State vs. MSU at 1;30 p.m. at Stewart Stadium
Fencing - Racer's Edge Tournament at 9 a.m. in North Gym of Carr
Health Building

MSU 3, MTSU 0

o-o o.

Sports Calendar

o-

BLUE-GOLD
SCRIMMAGE
Thursday in Racer Arena
BLUE (99)
Dahl 2-3 2·2 6, Townsencf7-16
13-16 28, Hamilton 6-7 1-2 13,
Page 7-13 2·2 19, Mayes 9-23 8-12
29, Howard 2-6 0-0 4.
GOLD (91)
Dawson 8-1 0 0-0 21, Martin 0-1
0-Q 0, Story 4·6 0·0 8, Rainey 13·
26 5·5 32, Floyd 10.14 1·2 21 , Torian 3-7 o-o 7, Harris 1-5 0-0 2.
Halftime - Blue 48, Gold 48.
Three-point shots- Blue 7-14
(Page 3-5, Mayes 3·7, Townsend
1-1. Howard 0-1), Gold 7-15 (Dawson 5-6, Rainey 1-2, Torian 1-5,
Martin 0-1, Story Q-1 ). Fouled out None. Rebounds - Blue 35 (Hamilton 8), Gold 35 (Floyd 15). Assists
-Blue 14 (Townsend 7), Gold 14
(Martin 4). Total fouls- None.

Rifle
WALSH INVITATIONAL
Saturday in Cincinnati
MSU Gold
4636-1524-6160
Marra Hastings
1175-381-1556
Ken Hicks
1166-380-1546
Joel Antonloli
1165-380-1545
lryt Chance
1130-Q--1130
Amanda Stone
0-383-383
MSU Blue
4467-1473-5940
Mike Desjardin
1122-367-1489
Jake Fisher
1107-369-1476
Mike Puncochar
1134-0-1134
Amanda Stone
11 04-Q--11 04
lryt Chance
0-378-378
0.359-359
Meegan Vasek

UK INVITATIONAL
Sunday In Lexington
MSU Gold
4603-1519-6127
. Marra Hastings
1165-386-1551
1 152-382-1534
Joel Antonioli
Ken Hicks
1156-374-1530
lryt Chance
1127-0-1127
Amanda Stone
0·380-380
MSU Blue
4516-1497-6013
Mike Puncochar
1132-370-1502
Jake Fisher
1136-381-1497
Mike Desjardin
1124·365-1489
1127-0-1127
Amanda Stone
lryt Chance
0-381-381

Melissa DeRan and Mathias Vavao are the Racers of
the Week.
DeRan, a 5' 10" junior outside hitter from Fremont, Ohio,
compiled a .600 hitting percentage ( 18-of-30 with two
e rrors) during the Murray State volleyball team's wins over
Middle Tennessee State, Tennessee Tech and Tennessee
State. Playing in all but one set in the three victories, DeRan
also provided five assists, two aces, I 0 digs and seven blocks
off the bench to boost the Racers to a 13-5 regular-season
conference record.
Vavao, a 6'5", 300-pound senior defensive tackle from
lale, Hawaii, helped the Murray State defense hold Eastern
Kentucky tailbacks William Murrell and Daymon Carter
unde r I 00 yards rushing combined. The Racers beat the
Colonels 17-14 Saturday in Richmond to claim back-to-back
Ohio Valley Conference titles behind Vavao, who forced a
fumble and gathered a career-high nine tackles, including
seven solo stops and two tackles for losses.

Windy conditions and whitecaps on the Ohio River
forced the cancellation of the Murray State crew team's
first-ever competition Saturday in Louisville, but head coach
Steve Marchino thinks the team had a beneficial weekend
nonetheless.
"The weather wasn't conducive to rowing. but it was still
a good learning experience for us," said Marchino, whose
Racers were scheduled to race the Louisville Crew.
The team received a seminar from former Yale crew
coach and Louisville Rowing Club President John Hale
before practicing in the Louisville Rowing Club's three new
boats in an area of the river that was not as choppy as the
planned course for the competition.
On the frozen tundra of the intramural fields Saturday,
the Murray State rugby club was overmatched 58-0 by the
Vanderbilt Commodores.
"We were expecting the field to be wet, but the wind
dried it more than I expected," said club president Josh
Andrews. "The hard and dry condition of the field turned it
into an outside game."
MSU will face Middle Tennessee State at I p.m. Saturday
in Murfreesboro.
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Wristband/Line Lo!l!Lry_sys!em
If you w1sh to participate: 1. You must pick up your wristband In person
at the SIU Arena South Lobby Box Office. Wristbands will be available
Thurs., Nov. 14 & Fn., Nov. 15, 7am·8pm. 2. You will recetve only
one wristband. It wtll be put on by a member of the SIU Arena Staff. 3.
Wristbands are not distnbuted the first day of sales. 4. Wristbands are
not transferable. 5. There is a 10 ticket limit, CASH PREFERRED.
6. Camping is prohibited and no other lines or lists will be honored.
7. A wristband is not necessary to purchase t1ckets.
Disabled patron tickets on sale Mon., Nov. 18.
SIU Arena Special Events Ticket Office
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SPORTS

Gottfried hits 'jackpot'
with 1997-98 recruits
Virgil, a 6'8" power forward, is averaging 25
points and 13 rebounds per game for PBCC,
while Gay, a 6'7" :;mall forward, is averaging 14
points a game.
"Duane is an extremely powerful, athletic scorer with a solid work ethic, and Marvin is an
awfully-exciting player in the open floor," Gottfried.said, "Both these players will be a tremendous asset to our inside game."
Virgil and Gay are recognized as juco AllAmerican candidates for this year and ranked
among the best juco players in the country by
Littlefreld Basketball Services JuCo Report.
The Racers faced Athletes in Action Thursday
in Racer Arena.

STA FF REPORT

The Murray State men's basketball team
inked two junior college players for 1997-98.
Duane Virgil and Marvin "Jackpot" Gay, both
hailing from Trinidad and Palm Beach Community College in Lake Worth, Fla., nre the Racers'
first national letter-of-intent signees during the
early signing period.
"We are very excited to have both of these
players joining our team," said MSU head coach
Mark Gottfried. "Our staff has spent a great deal
of time and effort in the recruiting process, and
we're definitely thrilled that they've signed with
Murray State."
Danny Voweii.Nisual Editor
Two jagerhikster defenders (left, center) close in on an Alpha Gamma Delta ballcarrier In wom e n's
flag footbaJI action Wednesday night on the intramural fields be hind Winslow Dining Ha ll.

Alphas pass league tests
BY GREG STARK
REPORTER

In fraternity flag football
action Tuesday, Alpha Sigma
Phi posted a 13-7 victory over
Sigma Phi Epsilon on the intramural fields behind Winslow
Dining Hall.
Jason Lee ran for a touchdown in the first half and
Alpha Sigma Phi also added a
touchdown in the second half.
Alpha Sigma Phi head coach
Mike Arnett had mixed emo-

tions about his team's perfor- receivers caught the ball," said
Alpha Delta Pi head coach Wes
mance.
"Defensively, we had an Gass.
The sorority added another in
excellent game," he said.
"Offensively, we struggled. We the second half before it was
abbreviated due to the freezing
threw some poor passes."
In sorority action orl Wednes- conditions that plagued the
day night, Alpha Delta Pi intramural contests aU night.
destroyed the Rhomates 28-0 in Gass was not fond of the condisoggy, wet conditions. Alpha tions and elements in which his
Delta Pi scored three first-half team had to play.
touchdowns, successfully com"It was terrible," Gass said.
pleting two-point conversions "Everybody's feet were moving
but nobody was gaining any
on the first two scores.
"Our passes were on, and our ground."

R ace rs wal•t
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cerned about his team's scores
or placing.
"We were the top team at
After the annual weekend of both places when we left," said
competition in Cincinnati and Green, whose Racers fired
Lexington to close out the fall team totals of 6160 and 6127 at
schedule, the Murray State the two competitions, respecrifle team must again play the tively. "We were a little down
traditional waiting game.
in air rifle, but I'm still satisTwo more weekends of action fied."
are left in both the Walsh InviFreshman Marra Hastings
tational and the UK Invitation- led the team in all scores dural, which the Racers attended ing the weekend, shooting
Saturday and Sunday, respec- smallbore and aggregate bests
tively.
of 1175 and 1556 at the Walsh
When the meets are finished, Invitational and an nir rifle
MSU will know how well it high of 386 at Kentucky.
fared at both events, but head
Sophomore Ken Hicks and
coach Elvis Green is not con- freshman Joel Antonioli proBY M IKE 0HSTROM
SPORTS EDITOR

vided support with rounds of
1546 and 1545 at Xavier and
scores of 1530 and 1534 in Lexington, respectively.
Senior team captain Amanda
Stone, whose air rifle totals of
383 in Cincinnati and 380 at
UK were counted among the
frrst squad's team points, was
proud of the way the, Racers
ended their fall campaign
despite struggling through
minor illnesses during the trip.
"We all didn't do as well aa
we wanted, but we were all
sick." Stone said.
MSU opens its spring Jan. 25
at the Tennessee Tech Invitational in Cookeville.

Bax reaches doubles semis of ITA Region III Qualifier
BY GREG STARK
REPORTER

Raoul Bax successfully represented
the Murray State men's tennis team
by reaching the 'B' division doubles
semifinals at the International Tennis
Association Region Ill Qualifier

Thursday through Sunday in
Knoxville, Tenn.
Bax, a sophomore from the Netherlands, teamed with Mississippi's Ben
Cousins to win the first three rounds
of the 'B' division before succumbing to
the first-seeded doubles team from
South Alabama.

PERSONALS

Camper· How's the puzzle coming
along? See you 8<100 Rip it, E.

To the Crash Crew· We are eo glad thai
you all are okay. Maria, you need to lay
off the Oimerolll n•, your sisters in
Ai\11

NOTICE

S1g Epa· Congratulations on a great
loolball season! Love, The Incredible

Eight

Congrats to the Telethon crew for doing
a great job last weekend. You
looll
great on TVI n•. your sisters in Mn

au

Bobby· I'm SOtry. Do you believe In 2nd
chances? My teddy bear wants to know.
Your Lll1feGir1
Thanks l:n for a spooktacular mlxerll
•. lhe sisters of AAil
Wessner· Riddle; What do guys get
when they are excited by what they
hear? Turkey
Sm8ahlng Pumpkin Ticlceta selling 2
tic:ket.a to &Old·out Nashville show on
Nov. 20. Opening Act: Garbage. Call
V~759·4276

Congratulations to tu·s "New Members olthe weel(: Sandy Elkins, Jamio
Sheeley, Ashley Taylor!
Thanks Mike Burton for represonlir1g
AAfl at Mr. MSU and congratulations to
Mtko Amott . •. sisters of AAn

ArA Miss MSU candidates. We are
very proud of you. We're behind you all
the way. •. your sisters ol Ari\
Shelton, I want your "Eiectnc Youth" on
my Fruity Pebbles. Debbie Gobson
BaDia, You arid your comma!lee did a
great job at Rock A Thon • your sJs.
lers In ArA
JMC 168 Study Group: remember Ivy
Laague, outhouses , Dickson .•.and stop
peking on Gabel Mandy
Hey Adll's· don't forget aboul our slumber party tomorrow mghtl Wear your
favollte IVa and bring a pillow!! PATAI

Seized C•r• from $175. Porschas,
Cadillacs. Chevys, BMWs, Corvettes.
Also Jeeps, 4WO's. Your Area TOll
Free 1-II00-898·9n8 Ext A·7506 for
current Nst1ngs.
WANTED 23 SERIOUS PEOPLE We'll pay you to lose llp to 30 pounds in
the next 30 days! Call 800·725.()916.
This is a limited time offer.

FOR SALE
STEEL BUILDINGS - 5,000+ sizes
30x40x10, $4.603; 40x60x14, $8,336;
50x60xt4,
$9,657;
50x100x16,
$t4.756:
60x80x14.
$13,455;
60x100x16, $16.785. Ouality·sorvlce,
Free brochures. Sentinel 9ulldmgs,
800·327..0790, extension 79 .
STEEL BUILDING SALE - "Rock bot·
tom p~s1• Go direct. Save up to 40%.
Example: 25x40 $2,34-4.00, 30xSO
$4.788.00, 40x60 $6,94-4.00. 47x90
$9,988.00; 70x120 $23.944.00. Others.
Ends optional. Pioneer 800·668-5422.
PROFIT STORAGE CENTERS • Steel
mini-storage buildings .. Factory direct.
erection available. 30x1 00, 20 units,
$9,692; 40x150, 30 units. $16,216. Free
brochures. Senltnel Buildings, 800·327.
0790, extension 790
BE YOUR OWN BOSS - Large prof1t
potonUal processing insurance cta'ms
and billing for healthcare providers.
Software purchase required. No experi·
ence necessary. Finanang avallatlle.
http://Www.samsi.oomi8QO.722·SAMS.
CASH FOR HOME OWNERS • Credit
problems underslood. No applicalion
lee. As lOw as : $10,000 lor $95 a
month, $25,000 lor $239 a month,
$40,000 lor $382 a month.
• Fixed rates 800-669·8957.
WOLFF TANNING BEDS • Tan at

"I was pleased with Raoul, as a
sophomore, to win a couple of matches," said Racer head coach Mel Purcell. "He didn't get much playing time
last year because he usually played as
the sixth or seventh seed."
Bax was the only player for MSU to
make it past the first round in any

home. Buy direct and save! Commen:lal
or home units from $199.0(). Low
monthly payments Free ootor catalog.
Call today 800·842·1305.
2 BEDROOM MOBILE HOME - Local·
ed Imperial Mobile Home Park. in
Frankfort. price: $1,800.00. Please call
502·227.,..734 or 502·226-4969
LOG HOMES • Design services. FrH
brochure. Honest Abe Log Homes.
3855 Clay County Highway, Dept CK,
Moss. Tennessee 38575 800·2313695.
SAWMILL $3.795.00 • Saws logs Into
boards, planks, beams Large capaoty.
Best sawmill value anywhere, Free
Information. Norwood Sawmills, 90
Cunwrlght Drive
Amherst. NY
14221 800·578·1363.

•a.

BELT BUCKLES - KY Wildcat 1996
Championship Buckles.
Beautiful
pewter In UK oolors. Each otllclally
numbered. Order today only $29.95.
P&O Buckle, P.O. Box 924, Danville,
KY 40422. 606·236·5510, 800·627·
8957. UK raceives royalties.

20120 WITHOUT GLASSES! - Safe,
rapid. non-surgical. permanent restora·
lion 6-8 weeks Airline pilot developed
Doctor approved Free InformatiOn by
mall: 800·422·7320. ext 213, 406·961·
5570,
fax
406·961·5577.
http://Www.vlslonfreedom.com. Sells·
faction guaranteed.
DIABETIC? • Are you sllll paying for,
supplies? Why? For information on how
you can receive supplies at little or no
cost call 80().678·5733.
HAROLD IVES TRUCKING HIRING
DRIVERS • Free driver trallling .•.if you
quaDfy. Students welcome. Experience
pay up to 2Sc per mite Excellenl beneIlls, 8oo-842.0S53.

EASTERN EUROPE JOBS·

Teach

basic conversational EngHsh In Prague,

Budapest, or Krakow. ~o teaching cer·
tlllcate or European languages
required Inexpensive room & board +
other benefits. For Info. call: (206) 971·
3680 ext. K55381
DRIVERS OTR • One year+ experience, up to 30e per mile, weekly pay,
insurance furnished, 401K. asslQOed
tractors. COL "A" with HazMat r8QUired.
Call Pat. laodair TrBn$pOrt. Inc.. 800593-8111
Now Is the lime to call Leisure Toura
and get free Information for Spring
Break Pac~es to South Padre. Can·
cun, Jamaica, and Aortda. Reps Need·
ed ... Travel free and earn Commissions.
800-838·8203.
$1000's Poaalble Typing. Part Time.
At Home.. Tol Free 1·800·B98·9n8 Ext.
T-7508 for Listings.
AIRUNES NOW HIRING- DomestiC &
International staff needed! Flight attendants, ticket agents, 'teservations,
ground crew + more. Excellent travel
benelitsl Call 1·206·971·3690 ext.

l.55381
ATTN, EXPERIENCED TRUCK DRI·
VERS DRIVE TO OWNI • $0 dowrfl8e
all miles. Ownership poss1ble in 18
months. Avg. 10,000+ miles a month.
Company drivers: newer equipment.
Competitive pay and benefits. Call: New
Apple Unes 800-843..a308 or 8()()..843·
3384 Madison, SO Mon·Frl 8·5 PM
Central. Cam
IF YOUR HEART IS IN TRUCKING.
CALL US • Covenant Transport, aver·
age 1850 rmles, coast to coast "'"'·
Weekend recruiters available. Experi·
enoed dnvers: 800-441-4394. Graduate
students: 8()().338-6428.
DRIVER. $500 BONUS!- Home week·

lyl $600-$800 a week! Transpon Amer·

HELP WANTED

lea, a leader In the transportation Indus·

Stooo·s Po181ble Reading Boolca Part
Time. At Home. Toll Free t·8()()..898·

&n8 Ext. R·7508 for Listings.

try, needs COL qualified dnvers lor
regional and OTR runs We can pay you
well, get you home weekly, and If you're
hired, offer you a $500 bonus. This Is a

division. Chris Hayden and Eric
Gressman bowed out of the tournament with first-round losses in singles
play.
"They didn't play as well as I expected they would," Purcell said. "They
didn't get a good draw. This competition was the toughest we had all year."

gteat opportunity to stan a great career.
Call 80().447·1211 l!lday.
DRIVER • Eam more With Celadon's
new pay package. Over 80% drop..n·
hook freight. 1994 or newer assigned
conventionals, weekly pay and plenty of
miles. 800.729·9770.
DRIVER • No money down, no eted•l
clleck lease opt1on plus hmtted·lin,.
incenli'ie with $1 ,000 lor solos, $2,000

tor

teams, $500 for 2nd seat drivers.
Prime. Free training available! 800-224·
4585.
DRIVERS • At Homady eam up to 36¢
a mlle. Home every 9·t2 days with
assigned tractor. Medioal, dental or
retirement $1,000 tarp, $500 safety
bonus. Homady Truck Line 800..648·

9664.
SALES PEOPLE NEEDED - For lastest
growing mini dish company . Great com·
missions, excellent opportunity for
bonuses. All areas needed Call 800356-4364 for details.
DAVID W. HOOD TRUCKING. I NC. Hiring OTR dnvers lor Wost Coast runs.
Produce expenence a must. Many ben·
efits. Meet DOT requirements. 8()().424·
9013,
DRIVERS EXPERIENCED OR INEX·
PERIENCED • Eam 00 lo $800 a week.
Get your COL lor as little as S100 down.
Trainers eam over $1000 a week. 800·
467·3806.
HOME EVERY WEEKEND AND ONE
NIGHT IN THE WEEK • OTR regional
drivers class A COL, one year racent
OTR exp Eam up to 29e por male plus
benefit package. cau 800·399-3901 .
ASSOCIATE POSITION - With Stuart &
Ekoz Law Firm. Excellent salary and
experience 1n general practice. Mail
~me to : 607 East Tenth Street, BowlIng Green. KY 42101-6919
AREA CONTACT PERSON- Needed
for highly reputed International high
school exchange program. Call Julie at
800-888·9040 for informabon.

To get ready for the spring season,
Purcell has many things in mind for
the Racers.
"The other guys have to play harder," Purcell said. "There's no pressure
on us, and we have to do what it takes
to win. We'll regroup and prepare for
the spring."

MOBILE HOME LOANS - 5% down,
refinancing, equity loan. Free aellers
package, land or home loans. Green
Tree Financial, 800·895·1900. Nation·a
leading mobile home lender

TRAVEL
A BEAUTIFUL CANDLEUGHT OLD·
FASHIONED WEDDING - Smoky
Mountains near Gatfinburg, ovll1oolting
river, horse-drawn carriage, cabins,
jacuzzi. ordained ministers. No tests or
waiting .
Heartland 800·448·8697
(VOWS}.

blood test or walling Honeymoon lodgIng, 8()().258·6797
ROMANTIC CANDLELIGHT WED·
DINGS • Smoky Mountains, ordained
ministers, elegant chapel, photographs,
florals. videos, recept10ns. honeymoon
cabins. fireplaces, secluded, kitchens,
jacuzzis. Special packages. No waiting
or blood test. Gadlllburg. Tennessee
800·933-7484 or 800-WED·RING.
ROMANTIC WEDDINGS IN GATUN·
BURG AREA • Simple yet elegant
Christian weddings mrtlng at $129.
Flowers, photographs. lodging avail·
able. 888-428-g996 toll !rae.

MARRY ON A MOUNTAIN • Be marned
in our magnilloent mountaantop chapel
surrounded by trees & awesome v1ews
of the Smokiest Pigeon Forge! For
reservations 800·729-4365 .

A BEAUTIFUL CHRISTIAN

MAR•
RIA.GE • Gatlinburg's Original Wedding
Chapels {since 1980). Photography,
music, floWers, limos, jaCUZZI& surtes,
fireplaces Weddings lor any budgel
Rev. Ed Taylor 8()().346-:2779

GET MARRIED, SMOKY MOUNTAINS
-Areas most beau\llul chapels, elegant
White or cedar mountain top chapel,
gazebo. Chnstian aervtoes, complete
arrangements. cab1ns. No tests or wait·
ing 800-893·7274,
A BEAUTIFUL CHAPEL WEDDING • In
the Smoky Mountains. Gatlinburg's Lit·
Ue Log Chapel . Charming. romantic.
Borders national part< . A dream wed·
ding lo lit your budget. 800.554·1451.

SCP.
ABSOLUTELY
FREE
WEDDING
PACKET! • CaN Gatlinburg Memories
Weddang Chapel, Gatlinburg. Ten·
nessee lor Autumn and Wlnterfest 6PG"
ciaJs lor simple. easy and affordable
romantic resort weddings . 800·242·
7115.

It P..ys To DIK:ollelt UM Yow Dbcioller Clrd
And Saw Up To S25t To Apply For A Clrd.
Cd 1-aoo.rr-PAYS•lO.

Bahamas Party

Cruise $279
8 Oays•AI Meiii•FM Pa~l.. •lncludel T-

Cancun $399
1 Ntglt!S • Ar • Hole!• Sa"' 1150 on Food & llnt*s

1!~!!£!on:J.!2

Florida $1i9

7 NIQI\tt • Panal'!lt CCy. Oly~Dne. & C«oa Beach
SMOKY MOUNTAINS • Lifetime of SprtnJ i ruk Tr•vel- Our i Oth Yurl
Memories. Expenence the beauty and
romance of a mountain wedding In
Gatlinburg. Ordained ministers. No ...__ __ _ _ _ _ __ ___,

1-800-678-6386

Alpha Delta Pi

Thanks to Kathleen and Mandy
for a successful A~n 500 and
to Amy Simpson for a
wonderful Delta dinner.

CCcw11ll{@ff@~fJJJ ~@ ~&~
Mandy Wolf & Beth Pingel

0 •, Your sisters In A.10

on being OaK initiates.

I
II

... _.... __________ ...I

\

\

$1 off any New or Used Tape

(Coupon expires 1 1 /29/96) (Singles &

Maxis not Included) I

'
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NEWS

Fewer students
using escorts
BY jENNIFER SACHARNOSKI
STAFf WRIT£R

In 1992 Murray State University ranked 11th in the nation in
on-campus safety, while ranking first in the state.
Part of the reason for student safety can be attributed to Racer
Patrol and an important, but under-utilized component, the
esc{)rt service.
The escort service began in 1970 and was budgeted and promoted by Governor Jullian Carroll, after his daughter was
grabbed while attending the University. Since then, the program
has been a role model for many colleges and universities nationwide.
During freshman orientation, the escort service and the call
boxes, "Dial 2222" are mentioned to students once an hour.
However, the peak time for crime and assaults is now and only a
few students are taking advantage of the service.
"We average about eight calls a night," said Joe Green, associate director of public safety. This figure is low considering how
many students on campus choose to travel alone after dark.
There are many possible reasons for the lack of demand for
escorts.
Some feel the service is not convenient.
"I don't like the idea of waiting five minutes to be escorted
somewhere that only takes three minutes to walk to," said Kiersa
Brenner, junior from St. Louis.
Other reasons are more gender oriented.
"Guys don't use an escort because it threatens their masculinity," ~aid Kevin Lowe, freshman from Versailles.
Additionally, some students shy away from calling an escort
after attending parties where they have been drinking for fear of
getting in trouble.
SGA President Derek Somerville says the escort service is
hampered by a lack of on-campus awareness.
"The problem is not because public safety is not doing its job,"
be said. "Not enough awareness is the problem. Escorts do little
good if no one calls."
·
Lt. David DeVoss, director of the escort service, says even
though it is important for students to take precautions to protect
themselves and become aware of programs such as the escort service, they are "safer than they realize."

-cRIME STOPPERS
Continued from Page 1

answer
calls
to
Crime
Stoppers, but University-related calls will be directed to the
University police. Somerville
said this will result in a more
unified system.
"Their manpower will man
the phone," Somerville said.
"When they get reports related
to the University, they will contact the University police."'
A board of local residents
meets regularly for the local

FRATERNITY
Continued from Page 1

Mter three years, the
Western chapters charter may
be reinstated, Redinger said.
The chapter at UK is currently on probation due to an accusation of hazing but is not
closed. The probation may be

N~U,I996

Crime Stoppers. Vernon Gantt,
professor in the department of
speech communication and theater, and David DeVoss,
Lieutenant with Public Safety,
are on the local board. ·
Somerville now also works with
the board as a liaison to the
University.
Somerville said questions
early in the program's development regarding phone lines
were resolved after considering
student perceptions.
"There had been talk of having a separate number here at
the University," Somerville

said. "That was decided against
for a couple of reasons. There
was some concern for anonymity, that students may not feel it
was anonymous here at the
University. We also can take
advantage of some city manpower in the effort."
Somerville said his goal now
is public awareness of the program.
"My goal is to have awareness programs in effect by the
end of this semester and have
the program running next
semester," Somerville said. "By
awareness I mean having signs

posted and having a clear agenda for what we are doing."
"I think what students can
look for soon is awareness," he
said. ":R.A.s and senators will
be passing this information on
through their programs and
positions."
He said publicity for the program will include posters, pens
and pe.ncils with the Crime
Stoppers information and
phone number, as well as
announcements.
"We want it to be a universally known concept here at the
University," Somerville said.

lified provided no further problems occur.
Hedinger said Kappa Sigma
chapters are located at other
Kentucky schools such as
Morehead State University and
the University of Louisville.
Jim Baurer, faculty adviser
for IFC, said the council will
monitor the new colony of

Kappa Sigma but will not bin·
der its business. He said he
does not anticipate the chapter
encountering any problems on
campus.
"I can guarantee their nationals don't condone [hazing]," he
said."We don't want any hazing
going on here."
Any fraternity or sorority

caught hazing 'on campus is
subject to any of several different forms of punishment, ranging from a letter of warning to
banishment from campus.
Baurer said punishment
could be against the entire
chapter but that school officials
try to pin down individuals who
haze pledges.
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Watch your cash flow grow with

[Gil') (( S:) l&J TheMurray
[~ J( II' 11 ) (2] State News.
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Kappa Alpha Psi Inc...
Present. ...
Part 1 of a Series of Life
Issues:

Go Onl.i ne Now!
-

.. >J

The African American

-

~N EW§llG }}j]Jf
Visit us on the World Wide Web at

ArA

His Role in Society, the

http://www.thenews.org

ROCK·A-THON

Community and Self.

Overall winner: DKA

(Open to all Students)

Produced by Murray State University's student newspaper

Produced by The Mun-ay State News in
cooperation with LDD. Inc.-Clearly the Best!

To subscribe to IDDNet call 1-800-455-1608
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Male:

k up Tlw NL'W~ l'\·cry
Frill.l\'.

FOR FREE!!!!
FOR SALE $750
IBM Compatible
386 4-RAM 640M8 Hard Drive
WINDOWS 311Mtalled

Color Morutor
CD-ROM
Tape Backup
3.5 & 5.25 Drives
ll1i:J .... b ID<IJ "'~~'- ..!11-.pt. p>d """"'U!d
c~n John at 753-1905

Noghta lav• a mdllag~ whcte you ant>.
reachrd ln tht daytime.

WANTED:

Sportswriter/
Stringer
The Hickman Cormer,

West Kentucky's oldest
newspaper b searching for a
sportswriter/stringer to cover
Fulton County High School

basketball and football . Send
resume and writing sample!> to
John 0' Neal Jones.
The Hickman Courier,

NEED EXTRA
MONEY!
EARN $18,000
PART TIME!
Sure, you could use the
extra money-who couldn't?
The Army Reserve can help
you earn more than $18,000
during a standard enlistment, part time, plus some
great benefits. with opportunities to qualify for even
more money to continue
your education. You'll also
be getting valuable hands-on
skill training that will last
you a lifetime.
Good extra money. Lots of
opportunities. A place to
make new friends. Give the
Army Reserve your serious
consideration.

Think about it.
Then think about us.
Then call:

First Runner Up: AXA
Second Runner Up: I:n

Tuesday, Nov. 19
Mason Hall Auditorium

Spirit Award: AXA

7:30 p.m.

Thanks to all fnuemilies that participated!
Alpha Gamma Delta reached its goal by raising over $5000!

l31f3 APPLt

CAft
641 South

Puryear, Tenn.

GRAND
OPENING
NOV. 15-17
(901)247-5798

FREE WITH PURCHASESPACEJAM POSTER

Serving Mexican Food
& Deli Sandwiches from
11 a.m. - 11 p.m.

REGISTER TO WIN:
26- MOUNTAIN BIKE
WM GIFT CERTIFICATES

Bar open till midnight

Box 70, Hickman KY 42050.

Haw )'OU kad )'OUr break

1-901-644-9021

ta<layj~

II ALL YOU CAM II!J

ARMY RESERVE

Team LDM

MSU

* Meeting to be held Nov. 2 1

* Rate: 1 1.5¢ per minute.

* Students should attend if they are

in the Barkley Room
at 7 p.m.

Anywhere. Anytime.
No Fees.

interested in obtaining long distance service
or if they are having any problems.

Notice:
Reminder: Effective Nov. 15.
All students are subject to a $100 credit limit. There will be no exceptions.
Questions: Thomas Shwab 436-6135
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